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Abstract 

Moral Foundations Theory has been a generative framework in moral psychology in the last two decades. 

Here, we revisit the theory and develop a new measurement tool, the Moral Foundations Questionnaire-2 

(MFQ-2), based on data from 25 populations. We demonstrate empirically that Equality and 

Proportionality are distinct moral foundations while retaining the other four existing foundations of Care, 

Loyalty, Authority, and Purity. Three studies were conducted to develop the MFQ-2 and to examine how 

the nomological network of moral foundations varies across 25 populations. Study 1 (N = 3,360, five 

nations) specified a refined top-down approach for measurement of moral foundations. Study 2 (N = 

3,902, 19 populations) used a variety of methods (e.g., factor analysis, exploratory structural equations 

model, network psychometrics, alignment measurement equivalence) to provide evidence that the MFQ-2 

fares well in terms of reliability and validity across cultural contexts. We also examined population-level, 

religious, ideological, and gender differences using the new measure. Study 3 (N = 1,410, three 

populations) provided evidence for convergent validity of the MFQ-2 scores, expanded the nomological 

network of the six moral foundations, and demonstrated the improved predictive power of the measure 

compared with the original MFQ. Importantly, our results showed how the nomological network of moral 

foundations varied across cultural contexts: consistent with a pluralistic view on morality, different 

foundations were influential in the network of moral foundations depending on cultural context. These 

studies sharpen the theoretical and methodological resolution of Moral Foundations Theory and provide 

the field of moral psychology a more accurate instrument for investigating the many ways that moral 

conflicts and divisions are shaping the modern world.  

Keywords: morality, moral foundations theory, culture, values, ideology.  
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Introduction 

Moral Foundations Theory (MFT; Graham et al., 2013; Haidt & Joseph, 2004) was designed to 

explain both the variations and ubiquitous aspects of moral judgments across cultures. Specifically, MFT 

proposed five universally available but contextually variable moral concerns: Care/harm, 

Fairness/cheating, Loyalty/betrayal, Authority/subversion, and Purity/degradation1. Graham and 

colleagues (2009, 2011) developed the Moral Foundations Questionnaire (MFQ) to address the need for a 

valid and reliable measure of the degree to which people endorse each of these five foundations. This self-

report measure has been used in hundreds of empirical studies in different social and behavioral fields, 

and across dozens of cultures.  

However, recent theoretical critiques of MFT and psychometric examinations of the MFQ in 

diverse samples call for theoretical refinement and psychometric improvement of the questionnaire. To 

answer these calls, we describe the development of the Moral Foundations Questionnaire-2 (MFQ-2), 

based on an updated theoretical view on the number of foundations and their content. We develop MFQ-2 

using a new item pool administered across 25 populations in their local languages. We present the 

structural validation of the MFQ-2, its relation to political ideology and religiosity, group differences in 

the endorsement of moral foundations, as well as an examination of cross-cultural similarities and 

differences. Our theoretical refinement, this new measurement tool, and our analytic approach allow us to 

show for the first time the wide variance in nomological networks of morality across populations, opening 

up several avenues of cross-cultural research.   

Moral Foundations Theory and the Moral Foundations Questionnaire 

How can a moral psychological theory account for the content and structure of morality across 

cultures when people disagree so much, and so viciously, on moral issues even within the same group? 

Haidt and Joseph (2004) reviewed evolutionary psychology, cultural psychology, and anthropology and 

proposed five top candidates for being the psychological “foundations” upon which cultures construct 

 
1 These foundations have come with other names too. Haidt and Graham (2007) referred to them as Harm/Care, 
Fairness/Reciprocity, Ingroup/Loyalty, Authority/Respect, and Purity/Sanctity. 
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their moralities. The first two “individualizing” foundations — Care and Fairness — center around 

protection of individuals from harm and unfair treatment, whereas the “binding” foundations of Loyalty, 

Authority, and Purity are focused on preservation of group cohesion, maintaining boundaries for self and 

group, and binding individuals into larger groups and institutions. These five foundations were consistent 

with, and expanded upon, several taxonomies of moral concerns, including Fiske’s (1992) Relational 

Models Theory, and Shweder et al.’s (1997) account of the “three ethics” of autonomy, community, and 

divinity.  

As the first theory-driven measure of MFT, the MFQ (Graham et al., 2011; hereafter referred to 

as MFQ-1 for clarity), measures the degree to which individuals endorse, or value, each of the five areas 

of morality described by MFT (for an overview of other measures of moral foundations, see Graham et 

al., 2013). Graham and colleagues (2011) used both exploratory and confirmatory factor analyses to 

develop the 30-item MFQ-1 which has two parts, each with a different question format: in the 

“Relevance” section participants are explicitly asked to evaluate how “relevant to your thinking” various 

concerns are when they “decide whether something is right or wrong” (e.g., “Whether or not some people 

were treated differently from others” for Fairness). In the second “Judgments” section participants are 

asked how strongly they agree or disagree with specific moral-judgment statements (e.g., “People should 

not do things that are disgusting, even if no one is harmed” for Purity).  

Prior work has provided some evidence for the discriminant and construct validity of the MFQ-1. 

For example, Graham et al. (2011) documented that Care scores were positively correlated with empathy, 

generosity, and pacifism; Fairness scores were positively associated with valuing social justice and 

negatively correlated with social dominance; Loyalty scores were positively correlated with concerns over 

national security; Authority scores were positively correlated with respect for tradition and right-wing 

authoritarianism; and finally, Purity scores were positively correlated with valuing self-discipline, 

religious attendance, disgust sensitivity, and unfavorable attitudes toward casual sexual encounters. 

Scores on the MFQ-1 have also been correlated with political ideology (Graham et al., 2009; Kivikangas 

et al., 2021; also see Hatemi et al., 2019), emotional reactions to various moral transgressions (Atari, 
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Davani, & Dehghani, 2020), religiosity (Yi & Tsang, 2020), vaccine hesitancy (Amin et al., 2017; Atari et 

al., 2022), patterns of language use (Kennedy et al., 2021), public policy attitudes (Christie et al., 2019; 

Clifford & Jerit, 2013; Koleva et al., 2012; ), voting (Enke, 2020), and charitable giving (Nilsson et al., 

2020). 

The MFQ-1 has been used in a wide variety of settings to examine group differences and cultural 

practices. Haidt and Graham (2007) first applied the theory to understand the “culture wars” between 

political liberals and conservatives in the United States. Liberals (progressives) in the United States have 

been found to score slightly higher than their conservative counterparts on Care and Fairness. On the 

other hand, conservatives tend to score higher on Loyalty, Authority, and Purity than do liberals. This 

finding has since been replicated multiple times (Kivikangas et al., 2021; Klein et al., 2018).  

In a similar vein, Koleva et al. (2012) show that MFQ-1 scores predicted stances on specific politicized 

“culture war” issues over and above political ideology, age, gender, religious attendance, and interest in 

politics.  

Cultural Roots of Moral Foundations 

Nearly three decades ago, Shweder and Haidt (1993) called for culturally informed theories of 

moral cognition. Scholars have argued that moral appraisals differ substantially across individuals, 

countries2, and historical periods. For example, Shweder et al. (1987) showed that in India, among 

Brahmins, it is thought to be immoral for a son to eat meat or cut his hair during the 10 days that follow 

the death of his father, because they were violations of purity practices related to “death pollution.” 

However, these practices are perfectly acceptable in Western cultures and they do not represent any 

disrespect for one’s father’s memory. MFT makes it easy to link complex and culturally variable practices 

to a small set of universally available intuitions, thus facilitating a culturally pluralistic approach to moral 

judgment. Graham et al. (2011) did not provide a comprehensive picture of cultural variation in moral 

 
2 The terms “countries” and “cultures” have been traditionally conflated, but as our cumulative understanding of 
culture and cultural evolution has become increasingly sophisticated, it is time to move across from this 
simplification to better understand cultural variations within and across populations.   
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foundations, but they did compare participants from Eastern cultures (South Asia, East Asia, and 

Southeast Asia) with those from Western cultures (United States, United Kingdom, Canada, and Western 

Europe). Eastern participants showed stronger concerns about Loyalty and Purity compared with their 

Western counterparts, and they were only very slightly more concerned about Care, Fairness, and 

Authority. According to this research, larger cultural differences in Loyalty and Purity made sense in light 

of established cultural differences in collectivism (Triandis, 1995) and the role of spiritual-physical purity 

concerns in daily life and religious practice, particularly in South Asia (Shweder et al., 1997).  

The small effect sizes for all the East-West differences suggest that group-differences within 

cultures (e.g., by gender or political ideology) could exceed the East-West variations. However, the 

analyses in Graham et al. (2011) all involved participants recruited on the Western academic website 

yourmorals.org answering in English, and so these participants were likely not representative of these 

world areas. Moreover, Iurino and Saucier (2020) examined the measurement invariance of the MFQ-1 

across 27 countries and concluded that the MFQ-1 did not have the cross-cultural measurement invariance 

necessary to meaningfully make such comparisons. 

Only recently has it become common and easy to examine morality beyond typical WEIRD 

(Western, Educated, Industrialized, Rich, and Democratic; Henrich et al., 2010) samples in psychological 

research. For example, Atari, Graham, and Dehghani (2020) evaluated the MFQ-1 in Iranian culture, an 

understudied non-WEIRD setting, and followed up by building a bottom-up model of moral values. These 

authors also compared moral foundations between Iran and the U.S., finding that Iranians’ raw scores on 

the MFQ-1 cannot be directly compared with their American counterparts as the two populations differ in 

the pattern of responding to questionnaire items, again pointing to the lack of invariance in the MFQ-1 

scores.  

Notably, in the last few years a plethora of tools and opportunities have become available for 

cultural psychologists which were not available when the MFQ-1 was developed a decade ago. Most 

notably, Muthukrishna et al. (2020) developed and validated a tool and a quantitative method for 

measuring the psychological and cultural distance between societies, hence creating a distance scale with 
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any population as the point of comparison, sometimes referred to as the WEIRDness cultural distance. 

Hence, it is now possible to examine how distance from WEIRD societies (typically exemplified by the 

U.S.) is associated with moral foundations in different populations. In addition, it has gotten much easier 

to collect stratified and representative samples online across nations (Litman et al., 2017), which is 

particularly important given the selection biases associated with crowdsourcing websites such as 

YourMorals.org, which was a major source of validation data for the MFQ-1 (Kivikangas et al., 2021). 

Gaps in Theory and Measurement  

As reviewed above, MFT has been shown to be a highly generative theoretical framework in 

multiple fields. However, recent empirical findings have highlighted limitations and boundary conditions 

that need to be addressed. Scholars from multiple disciplines have rightly criticized MFT for having failed 

to include moral concerns for Equality and ignoring systemic inequalities (Janoff-Bulman & Carnes, 

2013). In addition, MFT has yet to take into account people’s altruistic willingness to address existing 

societal inequalities — even at the expense of one’s own group within the same society (Janoff-Bulman & 

Carnes, 2013). More recently, Meindl et al. (2019) and Skurka et al. (2020) argued for the inclusion of 

Proportionality as a potential foundation, since Proportionality is conceptually distinct and empirically 

distinguishable from the original foundations as measured in the MFQ-1, including Fairness. Equity 

theory (e.g., Adams, 1963, 1965; Homans, 1961) is probably the most well-known theory coming out of 

this school of thought, arguing that rewards and punishments should be distributed in accordance with 

recipients’ inputs or contribution. Adams’s (1965) work led him to conclude that “when [a person] finds 

that his outcomes and inputs are not in balance in relation to those of others, feelings of inequity result” 

(p. 280) and that “there can be little doubt that inequity results in dissatisfaction, in an unpleasant 

emotional state, be it anger or guilt” (p. 283). 

Meindl and colleagues (2019) conducted a psychometric analysis on a diverse set of justice 

motives and resource redistribution preferences, demonstrating the existence of two separable types of 
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distributive justice beliefs: Equality (influenced by a focus on societal well-being) and Proportionality3 

(influenced by a focus on societal power). Accordingly, we make the case, based on prior theorization and 

cumulative empirical work, that MFT (and moral psychology, more broadly) benefits from breaking 

Fairness into Equality and Proportionality (Rai & Fiske, 2011). We note that an individual’s low scores 

on Proportionality would not necessarily mean they are concerned with Equality; the two constructs are 

not different ends of a single spectrum. Practically, people can take merit into account in their decision 

making while actively caring about reducing inequality in the society (as seen in some economically 

conservative, socially liberal individuals in the U.S.).  

One of the novel aspects of the present work is theoretically distinguishing between Equality and 

Proportionality. We make this theoretically justified distinction to better measure these distinct routes to 

justice motivation and fairness, generating novel testable ideas, some of which we test in the present 

article. Rai and Fiske (2011) argued that Equality may be understood in terms of enforcing even balance 

and in-kind reciprocity in social relations, and that it requires equal treatment, equal say, equal 

opportunity, equal chance, and identical shares. Proportionality, on the other hand, is directed toward 

ensuring that, in social relations, for each party rewards or punishments are proportional to their costs, 

contributions, effort, merit, or guilt (Rai & Fiske, 2011). This theoretical refinement of MFT’s Fairness 

foundation is intended as a corrective to the often-tacit assumption in moral psychology that Fairness 

boils down to one single conceptualization of (re)distributing resources in the context of social living 

(Rai, 2018). In short, we argue that Fairness beliefs are diverse and heavily contingent on the socio-

ecological contexts and political systems in which people are chronically embedded. Our theoretically 

justified differentiation between Equality and Proportionality, as well as developing valid measures for 

both, opens the door to an array of interesting questions within the framework of MFT. For example, this 

 
3 Our use of the term “proportionality” is interchangeable with “equity” consistent with prior work (e.g., Deutsch, 
1975; Haidt & Joseph, 2011; Rai & Fiske, 2011). We do not use the term “equity” because it has recently changed 
its semantic connotation to mean “equality” in population-level literatures and social justice movements where 
“equity” means ensuring all groups have what they need irrespective of their starting point. We use the term 
“proportionality” throughout this paper to avoid confusion.  
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refinement raises questions of what ideological, economic, ecological, cultural, or even historical factors 

give rise to Equality and Proportionality. The relationship between these two constructs can be in itself an 

interesting question as well. For example, based on recent work in formal computational modeling of 

ecological niche, it can be the case that availability of diverse socioecological niches to individuals within 

societies (i.e., more complex societies) can cause Equality and Proportionality to be more “orthogonal” 

(i.e., more distinguishable constructs rather than one being a special case of the other, or reflecting 

different aspects of a more basic psychological construct) (Durkee et al., 2020; Smaldino et al., 2019). In 

addition, the strength of social norms and lower individualism may account for higher covariance 

between Equality and Proportionality (for a review of trait covariance structures as a function of cultural 

factors and socioecological environments, see Gurven, 2018). 

In terms of measurement of moral foundations, Graham et al. (2011) conducted confirmatory 

factor analyses (CFAs) based on the English version of the MFQ-1 in order to determine whether the five-

factor model of MFT fits data better than alternative models and showed that the five-factor model fits the 

data better than the two-factor (individualizing vs. binding) and single-factor models. Furthermore, 

independent scale validation studies in different cultures have replicated this initial finding (e.g., Davies 

et al., 2014; Davis et al., 2017; Nejat & Hatami, 2019; Nilsson & Erlandsson, 2015; Yalçındağ et al., 

2019; Yilmaz et al., 2016). However, in all these studies, fit indices of the 5-factor model were 

substantially below the conventional thresholds. A recent cross-cultural study using the short form of 

MFQ-1 in 27 different countries also showed measurement non-invariance across cultures (Iurino & 

Saucier, 2019). In other words, there is some evidence suggesting that the five-factor model proposed by 

the theory is not valid across these countries, and subscale scores may not be meaningfully compared 

across populations because patterns of responding are different from one population to another. Internal 

consistency of MFQ-1 subscales (or foundations) also fail to reach conventional thresholds of 0.70, 

especially in more diverse or representative samples. In most non-WEIRD populations, the 

individualizing foundations (Care and Fairness) fare especially poorly, and Loyalty and Authority scores 

typically fail to achieve adequate internal consistency (Nejat & Hatami, 2019). It is not clear whether 
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these measurement issues reflect a generalizability problem on the theoretical side, or a psychometric 

problem with cross-cultural validity of MFQ-1 as it was not constructed with input from multiple 

cultures.   

Recently, Doğruyol et al. (2019) provided evidence that the five-factor model of moral 

foundations, operationalized by the short version of the MFQ-1 (20 items), is stable and invariant across 

WEIRD and non-WEIRD societies; however, these authors used the problematic dichotomy of WEIRD 

vs. non-WEIRD rather than treating societies on a continuum of WEIRDness (Muthukrishna et al., 2020). 

Atari, Graham, and Dehghani (2020) reported non-invariance of MFQ-1 scores between a non-WEIRD 

society (Iran) and the U.S. at configural (i.e., the overall factor structure stipulated by the five-factor 

model did not hold across populations), metric (i.e., item-factor loadings were not equivalent across 

populations), and scalar models (i.e., the item intercepts were not equivalent across populations). These 

authors also had some difficulty in translating some items into local languages (e.g., the item “I would 

call some acts wrong on the grounds that they are unnatural”), arguing that while MFT is a useful 

theoretical framework in less WEIRD societies, MFQ-1 scores may not be reliable and predictive of 

social behaviors. In addition, Atari, Graham, and Dehghani (2020) used network psychometric methods 

and found that regardless of mean endorsement of moral foundations, the network of items and 

foundations are substantially different between the two countries, with Iran having a denser 

interconnected network of moral foundations, compared with the more segregated network of moral 

concerns in the U.S., wherein Care-Fairness and Loyalty-Authority-Purity are two disconnected “islands” 

(or sub-networks). Another study in the U.K. also failed to replicate the five-factor model originally 

proposed by Graham and colleagues (2011) and suggested that “compassion” and “traditionalism” may 

account for the structure of the MFQ-1 in the U.K. (Harper & Rhodes, 2021).  

Overview of the Present Research 

In the decade since the development of its gold-standard measure, MFT has substantially 

expanded the range of moral concerns under investigation in moral psychology by encouraging 

researchers to look beyond harm and fairness. But substantial investigations in cultural differences in 
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moral priorities require revision of both the theory and the measure. In this work, we have five major 

goals. First, we refine MFT’s view on Fairness by introducing Equality and Proportionality as novel and 

distinct foundations. Second, we generate a completely new item pool and develop the Moral Foundations 

Questionnaire-2 (MFQ-2) across populations using local languages and generalizable samples. Third, we 

examine the structural validity and measurement invariance of the MFQ-2 across cultures. Fourth, we 

examine group differences (population-level, ideological, gender, and religious differences) using the 

novel MFQ-2, conceptually replicating prior work that has established these differences. Fifth, we 

establish external validity of the MFQ-2 by examining associations with other scales meant to capture 

similar and discriminant constructs.  

Our measurement philosophy follows recommendations by Flake et al. (2017) in following three 

phases of measure development: substantive (phase 1: literature review, construct conceptualization, item 

pool development); structural (phase 2: item analysis, factor analysis, reliability, measurement 

invariance); and external (phase 3: convergent and discriminant validity, group differences). Our five 

studies come in three phases, which we summarize in Table 1.  

Table 1 

Description of Studies, Aims, and Samples  

Phase  Study Description 
Sample 

size 
Nations 

1 1a 
Literature review, panel discussion, item pool 

development 
840 2 

1 1b Panel discussion, item pool reduction 971 3 

1 1c Panel discussion, item pool reduction 1,549 3 

2 2 
Factor analysis, reliability, measurement 

invariance, group differences 
3,902 19 

3 3 Convergent and discriminant validity 1,410 3 
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Study 1a 

Study 1a was conducted to define the top-down structure we intend for MFQ-2 (Care, Equality, 

Proportionality, Loyalty, Authority, and Purity) and to develop a preliminary MFQ-2 item pool that could 

be used to operationalize this theory-driven model. Ideally, this item pool should be broad and balanced, 

with each foundation represented by several candidate items. Our conceptual definitions of the six 

foundations we aim to measure are shown in Table 2. In all studies, we have data from at least two 

nations in order to avoid focusing narrowly on one particular “default” culture. To avoid the “home-field 

disadvantage” (Medin et al., 2010), we also made sure that our team has a diverse set of cultural 

backgrounds and views to make sure that our item pool was not Eurocentric or biased toward a particular 

ideology. Here, we describe the process of generating the item pool, initial analyses, and reducing the 

item pool for use in the next studies.  

Table 2 

Conceptual Definitions of Six Moral Foundations  

Foundation  Definition  

Care Intuitions about avoiding emotional and physical damage to another individual.  

Equality  Intuitions about equal treatment and equal outcome for individuals.   

Proportionality  
Intuitions about individuals getting rewarded in proportion to their merit or 

contribution.  

Loyalty Intuitions about cooperating with ingroups and competing with outgroups.  

Authority 
Intuitions about deference toward legitimate authorities and the defense of 

traditions, all of which are seen as providing stability and fending off chaos. 

Purity  Intuitions about avoiding bodily and spiritual contamination and degradation.  

 

Methods 
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Participants and Procedure. We aimed to recruit 1,000 participants from the U.S. and India 

using Cloud Research (Litman & Robinson, 2020). After removing participants who failed any of our 

four attention checks, 840 participants remained for statistical analyses (India: n = 346; U.S.: n = 494). 

The distribution of participants based on their IP address is shown in Figure 1. All participants first 

completed the item pool (see Measures), then they completed the MFQ-1, and finally reported their 

demographic details. The present sample ranged in age from 18 to 77 years old (M = 34.24, SD = 11.02), 

and included an approximately equal number of men and women (55.83% male). Most of our U.S. sample 

identified as White (71.3%), followed by Asian (16.0%), Hispanic or Latino/Latinx (11.3%), and African 

American (9.3%). Our sampling strategy and exploratory analysis plan was pre-registered on the Open 

Science Framework (OSF) (https://osf.io/3hefa/?view_only=ada005b2f12d49a38104caaa421b6d60).  

Figure 1 

The Geographical Distribution of Participants in Three Studies  

 

Note. We did not have IP information from our Iranian sample, so we are representing all participants’ 

geolocation on Tehran in this map.   

Measures. The measures used in the present study are described below.  
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Moral Foundations Questionnaire-2 Item Pool. We reviewed the extant MFT literature as well 

as criticisms regarding some of the items in MFQ-1 (see Table 1). We aimed to develop an initial item 

pool with over 100 items all in a declarative form, similar to the “Judgments” part of the MFQ-1. Since 

the “Relevance” items have been shown to reduce internal consistencies and they have caused confusion 

among some researchers (e.g., by only using Relevance items rather than using both Relevance and 

Judgments, a practice that should be avoided), we decided to drop the Relevance format. The first author 

initially prepared 20-25 items per foundation, then other authors added more items to the preliminary 

pool. All authors met 7 times to finalize an item pool of 116 items. While there was some disagreement 

regarding some items, all authors agreed that these 116 items are acceptable candidates to measure 6 

foundations (Care: 15 items; Equality: 18 items; Proportionality: 25 items; Loyalty: 19 items; Authority: 

20 items; and Purity: 19 items). While we no longer have a “Fairness” subscale in MFQ-2, some items 

did not clearly belong to either Equality or Proportionality in the first round of data collection (e.g., 

“When the government makes laws, the number one principle should be ensuring that everyone is treated 

fairly”). Therefore, we left these items as they were to explore how they relate to new Equality and 

Proportionality items. The response option was provided from 1 (Does not describe me at all) to 5 

(Describes me extremely well) based on our qualitative examination of different response options and 

consultation with survey researchers, who noted problems with the previous agree-disagree response 

options (see Krosnick & Fabrigar, 1997). In this study, we also provided the option for all participants to 

give feedback if any of the items were not comprehensible, did not read well, or were otherwise unclear. 

We also made sure that items included both negative and positive poles (or virtues and vices) for each 

foundation (e.g., punishing cheaters vs. rewarding merit, for Proportionality).   

Moral Foundations Questionnaire. Participants completed the 30-item MFQ-1 (Graham et al., 

2011) which consists of two 15-item parts, Relevance and Judgments. The first part measures the five 

foundations using the relevance individuals ascribe to each of the foundations. Items on the Relevance 

section are rated along a 6-point Likert-type scale ranging from 0 (Not at all relevant) to 5 (Extremely 

relevant). The Judgments section consists of contextualized items that can gauge actual moral judgments 
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related to the five moral foundations. Items on the Judgments section are rated along a 6-point Likert-type 

scale ranging from 0 (Strongly disagree) to 5 (Strongly agree). The internal consistency coefficients were 

.66, .64, .79, .78, and .86 for Care, Fairness, Loyalty, Authority, and Purity, respectively.  

Political Ideology. All participants rated their political affiliation with the Republican party or the 

Democratic party along a 7-point scale ranging from 1 (Strong Democrat) to 7 (Strong Republican). 

Participants were also asked to rate their political conservatism on a scale ranging from 1 (Very Liberal) 

to 7 (Very Conservative). We averaged these two items to create a political-orientation score, on which 

higher scores indicated more conservative political orientation. A similar method was used in previous 

work for assessment of political ideology (Jost & Thompson, 2000). The internal consistency of these two 

items was high in the American sample (α = .90). In the Indian subsample, we only use the conservatism 

item to quantify political ideology.  

Religiosity. All participants self-reported their religious affiliation as well as religiosity using the 

single item “On a scale from 0-10, how religious do you consider yourself?” Participants indicated the 

level of religiosity using a slider ranging from 0 to 10. The Indian subsample was significantly more 

religious (M = 6.73, SD = 2.69) than the American subsample (M = 3.99, SD = 3.59), t = 12.66, Welch-

corrected df = 834.08, p < .001.  

Results and Discussion  

We first examine descriptive statistics for each item. Some items had floor or ceiling effects, 

indicated by high skewness. These items were considered for discarding. We also performed a number of 

different factor analyses and reliability analyses to see which items hold together well while keeping the 

breadth of each foundation. Specifically, we conducted exploratory factor analyses (EFAs) for items 

belonging to each foundation. For Care, we dropped three items as they did not reach the adequate 0.4 

item-factor loading criterion, hence 12 items were selected to be used in Study 1b. Based on similar 

criteria and qualitative analysis of items and feedback from participants and all authors, 14, 18, 16, 15, 

and 15 items were selected to be administered in Study 1b for Equality, Proportionality, Loyalty, 

Authority, and Purity, respectively. Cross-societal differences in each item as well as correlations between 
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these items and relevant MFQ-1 subscales are presented in Supplementary Materials. Therefore, we 

reduced our initial, crude item pool of 116 items to a sharper and more focused set of 90 items for further 

data collection and analysis in Study 1b.   

Study 1b 

Study 1b was conducted to refine the 90-item pool from Study 1a into a more fine-grained MFQ-

2 pool. To do this, we administered the 90 items to a large and diverse sample of adults from three 

nations, namely, India, the U.S., and Iran. We specifically chose Iran because MFQ-1’s structure was 

particularly inconsistent with the structure typically observed in Western cultures (Atari, Graham, & 

Dehghani, 2020) and because Iran is approximately culturally equidistant from both WEIRD populations 

(e.g., the U.S.) and developed Eastern Asian populations (e.g., China) (Muthukrishna et al., 2020). We 

used these data to select the next set of MFQ-2 items and conduct a preliminary examination of the MFQ-

2’s basic measurement properties and structure. 

Participants and Procedure. We aimed to recruit 1,000 participants from the U.S. and India 

using Cloud Research (Litman & Robinson, 2020). We translated all 90 items into Farsi using the 

standard back translation technique (Brislin, 1970) and aimed to recruit Iranian participants by advertising 

the survey link on social media platforms.4 After removing participants who failed any of our four 

attention checks, 971 participants remained for statistical analyses (India: n = 380; U.S.: n = 491; Iran: n = 

100). The present sample ranged in age from 18 to 77 years old (M = 34.81, SD = 16.92), and included an 

approximately equal number of men and women (53.26% male). Most Americans identified as White 

(69.2%), followed by African American (12.8%), Asian (11.8%), and Hispanic or Latino/Latinx (10.0%). 

Our sampling strategy and exploratory analysis plan was pre-registered on OSF 

(https://osf.io/d2b6s/?view_only=579b0056cecb4e4488ab2be67683d153).  

Measures. All participants completed the 90-item pool of the MFQ-2 finalized in Study 1a (Care: 

12 items; Equality: 14 items; Proportionality: 18 items; Loyalty: 16 items; Authority: 15 items; Purity: 15 

 
4 We pre-registered 200 participants to be recruited from Iran, but since the survey was relatively long and we could 
not compensate participants due to economic sanctions, we stopped data collection at 100 participants. 
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items). They then self-reported their political ideology, religiosity, and demographic details. For political 

ideology, we used the two-item measure in Study 1a (α = .88) and used the single-item measure of 

liberalism-conservatism in India and Iran (with slight wording modification in Farsi for cultural fluency).  

Results and Discussion  

As in Study 1a, we examined all items’ descriptive statistics, checking potential ceiling or floor 

effects in any of the cultures we had data from. After item analysis, we conducted foundation-level EFAs 

across populations (see Supplementary Materials). After item analysis and EFAs, 19 items were discarded 

overall, leaving 71 items for administration in Study 1c. Cross-societal differences in each item and factor 

analyses are presented in Supplementary Materials. In this study, we reduced our item pool to 71 items 

for further analysis in Study 1c while making sure that items hold together well (while maintaining 

breadth of conceptual coverage) and correlate with relevant MFQ-1 foundations reasonably.   

Study 1c 

 In Study 1c, we prepare the final item pool for our main cross-cultural data collection effort in 

Study 2. We administer the 71-item pool in three populations in order to further reduce the number of 

items. Here, we chose three populations with the highest feasible cultural distance in order to maximize 

the diversity of our samples. Based on Muthukrishna et al.’s (2020) WEIRD cultural distance, we chose 

the U.S., Ecuador, and China. Ecuador is culturally distant from both the U.S. and China, is a Spanish-

speaking country with relatively high diversity in people’s languages and subcultures, and remains one of 

the most understudied cultures in moral psychology. Because the geography of Ecuador is very diverse, 

the lifestyles, principal work, and economic structure of its population are also diverse. There are 

fishermen along the coasts, cattlemen in the southern highlands, farmers on central highland slopes, and 

oil workers in the Amazon. In addition, here we address one of the important limitations of our samples in 

Studies 1a and 1b, that is, relying on convenience sampling. Here, we recruit stratified national samples 

mirroring national demographics in terms of gender, education, and age (and political ideology in the 

U.S.). In addition, in this study we used psychometric network methods to diversify our methodological 

toolbox while choosing the best-performing items (Christensen et al., 2020). 
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Participants and Procedure. We aimed to recruit about 1,500 participants from the U.S., 

Ecuador, and China using Qualtrics Panels. We translated all items into Spanish and Mandarin using the 

standard back translation technique (Brislin, 1970). Two independent bilingual researchers double-

checked the final items for cultural fluency. Participants who failed any of the three attention checks were 

immediately dropped and replaced by Qualtrics Panels, in order to achieve stratified samples in terms of 

age, gender, race, and political orientation. Overall, 1,549 participants remained for statistical analyses 

(U.S.: n = 515; Ecuador: n = 517; China: n = 517). All participants first completed the 71-item pool, then 

they completed MFQ-1, and finally reported their demographic details. Participants also completed a few 

items at the end of the survey, related to another project. The present sample ranged in age from 18 to 87 

years old (M = 40.92, SD = 16.02), and included an approximately equal number of men and women 

(49.9% male). Most Americans identified as White (73.8%), followed by African American (8.7%), and 

Asian (3.9%). Our sampling strategy and exploratory analysis plan was pre-registered on OSF 

(https://osf.io/qae9c/?view_only=adf7625cceb64662a17a5691f19278dc).  

Measures. All participants completed the 71-item pool of MFQ-2 (Care: 10 items; Equality: 10 

items; Proportionality: 13 items; Loyalty: 13 items; Authority: 12 items; Purity: 13 items). As in Studies 

1a and 1b, they then completed MFQ-1 (α coefficients ranged between .62 [Fairness] and .78 [Purity]), 

political ideology, religiosity, and demographic details. For political ideology, we used the two-item 

measure in Studies 1a and 1b (α = .72), and used a single-item measure of conservatism in Ecuador and 

China.  

Results and Discussion  

As in Studies 1a and 1b, we examined all 71 items’ descriptive statistics and conducted 

foundation-level EFAs (see Supplementary Materials). Since our aim was for MFQ-2 to have 6 items per 

foundation (similar to the MFQ-1), we aimed to select 7 to 9 items for each foundation. Our aim in this 

study was to combine item analysis, factor analysis, psychometric network analysis, and qualitative 

examination of the breadth for each foundation’s items to avoid redundancy. We wanted the final measure 

to adequately represent each foundation’s considerable bandwidth — rather than narrowing the range of 
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moral concerns assessed — in order to maintain the MFQ-2’s descriptive and predictive breadth. For 

Care, we dropped two items based on our qualitative examination of remaining items, leaving 8 items for 

Study 2. For Equality, two items were discarded for having an item-factor loading problem in at least one 

nation, and one item was discarded for similarity to another item, leaving 7 items for Study 2. For 

Proportionality, two items were discarded based on psychometric network analysis (centrality issue) and 

three items were dropped to increase item diversity, leaving 8 items for inclusion in Study 2. For Loyalty, 

we dropped three items based on EFA results, and discarded two items to reduce content redundancy. In 

addition, we added one new item to Loyalty items (“It is more important to be a good team member than 

to express oneself”) to test whether it can hang with other items in a desirable way, leaving a total of 9 

items for inclusion in Study 2. For Authority, we discarded one item based on EFA results and discarded 

two items due to content redundancy with other existing items, leaving 9 candidate items for Study 2. 

Finally, for Purity, we discarded three items based on qualitative examination of items’ content and 

discarded one item due to centrality issues in the psychometric network analysis, leaving 9 items for 

administering in Study 2. Hence, in this study, we prepared 50 candidate items for translation and use in 

Study 2 across populations, aiming for the final MFQ-2 to have 36 balanced items. Cross-societal 

differences in the foundations based on these items as well as correlations between these foundations, 

MFQ subscales, and political ideology are presented in Supplementary Materials.  

Study 2 

Our goal in Study 2 was to (a) finalize the MFQ-2 items based on cross-cultural data; (b) 

establish measurement invariance across groups and examine group differences in MFQ-2 scores; and (c) 

examine the variation of the nomological network of moral foundations across populations. In addition, 

we examined which moral foundations are more central in each population. To do this, we administered 

the final 50-item pool from Study 1 to a diverse sample of adults from 19 new populations, none of which 

were sampled in Study 1.  

Participants and Procedure. We aimed to recruit stratified samples in terms of age, gender, and 

political orientation from diverse cultural backgrounds. Based on Muthukrishna et al.’s (2020) cultural 
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distance metric, we made a list of candidate nations. We then cross-referenced that with the feasibility of 

stratified data collection administered by Qualtrics Panels targeting 200 participants per nation. We 

collected nationally stratified samples from 19 nations (N = 3,902). Details about these samples are 

provided in Table 3. All measures were translated into local languages using a third-party professional 

translating company. Then, independent bilingual researchers checked the translations and made sure of 

the fluency of all items. Discrepancies and modifications were addressed between the translation 

companies, independent researchers, and the authors. All participants completed the 50-item pool and a 

few demographic questions. Participants who failed any of the three attention checks were terminated 

from continuing the survey.  

Table 3 

Description of Samples Across 19 Nations in Study 2 

Nation n 
% 

female 

Age: M 

(SD) 
Language 

Sample’s majority 

religion (%) 

WEIRD cultural 

distance [95%CI] 

Argentina 205 48.8% 42.5 (15.0) Spanish Christianity (62.0%) .071 [.069, .075] 

Belgium 205 49.8% 45.1 (17.0) French Christianity (47.8%) NA 

Chile 205 49.3% 42.4 (16.2) Spanish Christianity (58.5%) .078 [.075, .081] 

Columbia 205 48.8% 41.0 (15.0) Spanish Christianity (64.4%) .102 [.099, .106] 

Egypt 205 49.8% 44.8 (16.8) Arabic Islam (94.1%) .234 [.228, .241] 

France 206 49.0% 43.7 (16.9) French Christianity (48.5%) .079 [.075, .085] 

Ireland  205 50.2% 44.8 (16.7) English Christianity (66.3%) NA 

Japan 207 49.3% 47.2 (15.3) Japanese None (46.9%) .115 [.112, .119] 

Kenya  205 48.3% 37.6 (12.4) English Christianity (85.4%) NA 

Mexico 206 46.6% 41.9 (15.4) Spanish Christianity (53.4%) .077 [.074, .080] 

Morocco  205 48.3% 41.8 (14.7) Spanish Islam (96.6%) .149 [.145, .155] 
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New Zealand 205 48.3% 47.4 (18.2) English None (47.3%) .053 [.050, .058] 

Nigeria  205 41.4% 39.1 (13.6) English Christianity (76.6%) .130 [.126, .135] 

Peru 205 37.6% 37.0 (13.8) Spanish Christianity (62.9%) .090 [.087, .094] 

Russia 206 45.6% 41.7 (14.9) Russian Christianity (62.6%) .085 [.083, .088] 

Saudi Arabia 207 48.3% 42.4 (15.5) Arabic Islam (96.1%) NA 

South Africa 205 47.3% 41.3 (15.4) English Christianity (81.0%) .076 [.073, .079] 

Switzerland  205 50.2% 46.7 (16.8) French Christianity (52.7%) .068 [.064, .074] 

UAE 205 49.3% 43.1 (14.7) Arabic Islam (84.9%) NA 

Note. WEIRD cultural distance is based on Muthukrishna et al. (2020) and represents cultural distance 

from the United States. This index is a robust method of measuring cultural distance, grounded in 

evolutionary theory. A distance of 0 means that the populations are identical, and if the two equal-size 

populations are more homogeneous but different, we get the maximum distance of 1 (for details, see 

Muthukrishna et al., 2020). NA = Not Available.  

 

Measures. All participants first completed a few demographic questions: country of residence, 

age, gender, and political ideology. Then they completed the 50-item pool of MFQ-2 prepared in Study 1. 

The order of questions was randomized. Participants then completed some measures unrelated to this 

study, a single-item measure of religiosity, and demographic details. For political ideology, we used a 

single-item measure, rated along a 10-point scale, that can work equally well across nations (“In political 

matters, people talk of ‘the left’ and ‘the right.’ How would you place your views on this scale, generally 

speaking?”). A few other items, related to another project, were also included at the end of the survey.  

Analytic Strategy. Our statistical analyses of the data come in three separate but related parts. In 

part 1, we use the Exploratory Structural Equations Modeling (ESEM) framework (Asparouhov & 

Muthén, 2009; Marsh et al., 2014) as well as descriptive item analysis in order to finalize the 36-item 
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MFQ-2. ESEM is a synergy of EFA and CFA, incorporating the advantages of both EFA and CFA. 

ESEM is effective in the psychometric examination of multidimensional instruments and can easily be 

complemented with other modeling approaches. In the presence of multidimensionality stemming from 

the assessment of conceptually related constructs (Morin et al., 2016), it is possible that the restrictive 

assumptions of CFA are violated, and ESEM models may outperform CFAs. In our EFA, we used an 

EFA with six dimensions, using the maximum likelihood factoring method and oblique rotation. In the 

second part, we conduct measurement invariance across all populations. To test measurement invariance, 

we use the Multi-Group Factor Analysis Alignment method (or simply, “alignment”) which has been 

proposed as a new method to test metric and scalar invariance (Asparouhov & Muthén, 2014). This 

method aims to address issues in Multi-Group Confirmatory Factor Analysis (MGCFA) invariance 

testing, such as difficulties in establishing exact scalar invariance with many groups (as is the case in the 

current work). The main difference between MGCFA and alignment is that alignment does not require 

equality restrictions on factor loadings and intercepts across groups. The base assumption of the 

alignment method is that the number of non-invariant measurement parameters and the extent of 

measurement non-invariance between groups can be held to an acceptable minimum for each given scale 

through producing a solution that features many approximately invariant parameters and few parameters 

with large non-invariances. Our ultimate goal is to compare latent factor means of moral foundations 

across groups (here, populations), therefore the alignment method estimates factor loadings, item 

intercepts, factor means, and factor variances (Asparouhov & Muthén, 2014).  

Notably, a sample size of 200 per group is adequate to conduct measurement invariance analysis 

given the number of items per foundation, item commonalities, and estimated factor loadings in Study 1 

(see Meade & Bauer, 2007). After measurement invariance is evidenced, we compare and contrast 

populations across the six dimensions of MFQ-2. We also examine the relationship between MFQ-2 

scores and WEIRDness cultural distance scores (Muthukrishna et al., 2020). In the third part, we examine 

gender, religious, and ideological differences. To do so, we rely on multilevel models wherein 

participants are modeled as nested within groups. We then proceed to examine how the psychometric 
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network of the six foundations varies across populations. We will use Exploratory Graph Analysis (EGA; 

Golino & Epskamp, 2017) to estimate the number of higher-order dimensions in MFQ-2 scores. 

Results and Discussion  

Exploratory Structural Equations Models. We first conducted an ESEM on the entirety of the 

data (CFI = .958, TLI = .958, RMSEA = .029, SRMR = .027) and discarded 14 items for having cross-

loadings, while making sure that remaining items are not redundant in content. These results are presented 

in Supplementary Materials. We then conducted a secondary ESEM with the final 36 items on the whole 

data (CFI = .979, TLI = .978, RMSEA = .024, SRMR = .023). All items and loadings are presented in 

Table 4. We then conducted the same model using MGCFA and found the model to fit the data well 

across populations (CFI = .896, TLI = .893, RMSEA = .052, SRMR = .070). Hence, we found strong 

evidence for configural invariance, that is, the same 6-dimensional factorial structure holds across all 

samples. Accordingly, the final 36-item MFQ-2 has good structural validity across populations.   

Table 4 

Results of Exploratory Structural Equations Modeling (Study 2) 

Item Care Equality Loyalty Authority Purity Proportio
nality 

It pains me when I see someone ignoring the 

needs of another human being. 0.66 0.05 0.09 0.04 -0.02 -0.04 

I am empathetic toward those people who 

have suffered in their lives. 0.70 0.04 0.00 -0.01 0.01 0.05 

I believe that compassion for those who are 

suffering is one of the most crucial virtues. 0.73 -0.01 0.00 -0.04 0.08 0.01 

Caring for people who have suffered is an 

important virtue. 0.73 -0.01 0.02 -0.01 0.05 0.04 

We should all care for people who are in 

emotional pain. 0.74 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.05 -0.01 
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Everyone should try to comfort people who 

are going through something hard. 0.64 0.05 0.04 0.07 0.03 0.00 

I believe it would be ideal if everyone in 

society wound up with roughly the same 

amount of money. 
0.01 0.81 0.00 -0.05 -0.01 0.01 

When people work together toward a 

common goal, they should share the rewards 

equally, even if some worked harder on it. 
0.07 0.38 0.06 0.26 -0.02 -0.16 

I believe that everyone should be given the 

same quantity of resources in life. 0.23 0.54 -0.02 0.07 -0.03 0.02 

The world would be a better place if 

everyone made the same amount of money. -0.04 0.88 -0.03 0.00 0.01 0.00 

I get upset when some people have a lot 

more money than others in my country. 0.07 0.52 0.09 -0.3 0.07 0.12 

Our society would have fewer problems if 

people had the same income. -0.03 0.86 -0.04 0.04 0.00 -0.02 

I feel good when I see cheaters get caught 

and punished. 0.09 0.02 0.20 0.03 0.00 0.29 

I think people should be rewarded in 

proportion to what they contribute. 0.08 -0.04 0.03 0.06 0.09 0.54 

I think people who are more hard-working 

should end up with more money. 0.00 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.04 0.72 

It makes me happy when people are 

recognized on their merits. 0.32 -0.07 -0.07 0.40 -0.09 0.27 

In a fair society, those who work hard 

should live with higher standards of living. -0.06 0.04 0.10 -0.04 0.01 0.72 
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The effort a worker puts into a job ought to 

be reflected in the size of a raise they 

receive. 
0.13 0.06 -0.04 0.10 -0.04 0.53 

I think children should be taught to be loyal 

to their country. 0.00 0.00 0.78 0.12 -0.01 -0.01 

I believe the strength of a sports team comes 

from the loyalty of its members to each 

other. 
0.19 0.03 0.10 0.36 -0.04 0.13 

Everyone should love their own community. 0.15 0.06 0.37 0.21 0.08 0.01 

Everyone should defend their country, if 

called upon. -0.02 -0.01 0.70 0.02 0.08 0.07 

Everyone should feel proud when a person 

in their community wins in an international 

competition. 
0.21 -0.03 0.27 0.28 -0.03 0.08 

It upsets me when people have no loyalty to 

their country. 0.04 0.00 0.83 -0.01 -0.04 -0.02 

I feel that most traditions serve a valuable 

function in keeping society orderly. -0.03 0.07 0.21 0.39 0.10 0.08 

I think having a strong leader is good for 

society. 0.10 -0.09 0.09 0.32 0.14 0.14 

I think it is important for societies to cherish 

their traditional values. -0.04 0.05 0.22 0.44 0.06 0.08 

I believe that one of the most important 

values to teach children is to have respect 

for authority. 
-0.02 0.00 0.16 0.59 0.05 -0.03 

I think obedience to parents is an important 

virtue.  0.01 0.00 0.09 0.55 0.19 0.04 
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We all need to learn from our elders.  0.09 0.07 0.10 0.49 0.05 0.00 

I believe chastity is an important virtue. 0.05 -0.02 0.00 -0.01 0.84 0.02 

I think the human body should be treated 

like a temple, housing something sacred 

within.  
0.17 0.05 -0.02 0.37 0.21 -0.01 

I admire people who keep their virginity 

until marriage. -0.01 0.01 -0.03 0.09 0.79 -0.01 

People should try to use natural medicines 

rather than chemically identical human-

made ones. 
0.06 0.23 0.06 0.10 0.25 0.00 

If I found out that an acquaintance had an 

unusual but harmless sexual fetish I would 

feel uneasy about them. 
-0.04 0.10 0.12 -0.05 0.48 0.03 

It upsets me when people use foul language 

like it is nothing. 0.11 -0.01 0.28 0.05 0.29 -0.01 

Note. Relevant item-factor loadings are in bold. Note than due to the nature of Exploratory Structural 

Equations modeling, some items may be loaded more strongly on other factors.  

 

Reliability of MFQ-2. Various reliability estimates have been proposed in the literature, with the 

coefficient alpha (α) being the most prominent. However, coefficient α ignores the measure’s internal 

factor structure, which should be inherent in choosing an appropriate reliability estimate. Here, we report 

ωt coefficient, which by including the factor loadings in its formula, is more suitable and stable for 

reporting internal structure and reliability of multi-item scales since it corrects the underestimation bias of 

α when the assumption of tau-equivalence is violated (Flora, 2020). In addition, different studies show 

that it is one of the best alternatives for estimating reliability (Zinbarg et al., 2006; Revelle & Zinbarg, 

2009). Here, we report foundation-level ωt coefficients across 19 populations (Table 5). As can be seen in 
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Table 5, ωt coefficients ranged between .73 and .95 (average ωt coefficients: Care = .90; Equality = .89; 

Proportionality = .83; Loyalty = .89; Authority = .86; and Purity = .82). Hence, all six scores computed by 

averaging items for the six foundations are internally consistent across nations. Cronbach’s α coefficients 

are available for comparison purposes on Supplementary Materials.  

Table 5 

Omega Coefficients (ωt) across Foundations and Nations  

Nation Care  Equality  
Proportiona

lity 
Loyalty Authority Purity 

Argentina 0.90 0.92 0.77 0.83 0.83 0.82 

Belgium 0.92 0.90 0.78 0.88 0.80 0.83 

Chile 0.92 0.88 0.82 0.90 0.88 0.83 

Columbia 0.87 0.89 0.81 0.90 0.86 0.82 

Egypt 0.89 0.87 0.81 0.87 0.86 0.83 

France 0.92 0.90 0.80 0.90 0.83 0.76 

Ireland 0.92 0.86 0.86 0.90 0.90 0.85 

Japan 0.88 0.89 0.83 0.89 0.84 0.73 

Kenya 0.89 0.85 0.85 0.89 0.89 0.82 

Mexico 0.91 0.87 0.83 0.86 0.86 0.80 

Morocco 0.91 0.88 0.89 0.89 0.86 0.82 

New Zealand 0.93 0.92 0.82 0.93 0.89 0.86 
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Nigeria 0.85 0.87 0.79 0.85 0.82 0.75 

Peru 0.89 0.90 0.85 0.84 0.86 0.83 

Russia 0.90 0.90 0.83 0.90 0.89 0.86 

Saudi Arabia 0.89 0.89 0.87 0.88 0.84 0.76 

South Africa 0.88 0.91 0.82 0.90 0.84 0.85 

Switzerland 0.90 0.95 0.83 0.91 0.89 0.84 

UAE 0.94 0.89 0.93 0.91 0.90 0.87 

 

Measurement Invariance. The alignment method proceeds in two steps (Asparouhov & Muthén, 

2014). In the first step an unconstrained configural model is fitted across all populations. To allow the 

estimation of all item loadings in the configural model, we fixed the factor means to 0 and the factor 

variances to 1. In the second step, we optimized the configural model using a component loss function 

with the goal to minimize the non-invariance in factor means and factor variances for each group (for a 

detailed mathematical description see Asparouhov & Muthén, 2014). This optimization process 

terminates at a point at which “there are few large non-invariant measurement parameters and many 

approximately non-invariant parameters rather than many medium-sized non-invariant measurement 

parameters” (Asparouhov & Muthén, 2014, p. 497). Overall, the alignment method allows for the 

estimation of reliable means despite the presence of some measurement non-invariance. Muthén and 

Asparouhov (2014) suggest a threshold of 25% non-invariance as acceptable. The resulting model 

exhibits the same model fit as the original configural model but is substantially less non-invariant across 

all parameters considered. The percentage of non-invariant parameters in our invariance alignment 

method with post-hoc item parameter constraints can be seen in Table 6 (the Supplementary Materials 
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supply the full models). Effect sizes of approximate invariance based on R2 have been proposed by 

Asparouhov and Muthén (2014). R2 values of close to 1 indicate a greater degree of invariance, whereas 

values close to 0 indicate non-invariance (Asparouhov & Muthén, 2014). These are calculated separately 

for item loading and intercepts, presented in Table 6. As can be seen, all foundations except Purity meet 

the threshold of 25% non-invariance, meaning that scores on Care, Equality, Proportionality, Loyalty and 

Authority can be reliably compared across cultural groups. For Purity, caution should be practiced when 

comparing group-level means. In the present sample, the source of non-invariance in Purity was mostly 

due to unique item intercepts in Argentina (6 unique parameters; 5.3%) and Chile (4 unique parameters; 

3.5%). Among Purity items, the item “I think the human body should be treated like a temple, housing 

something sacred within” was most non-invariant with 10 unique parameters (8.7%). Hence, this item 

may elicit different patterns of responding across different populations.  

Table 6 

The Measurement Invariance Alignment Results (Study 2) 

Foundation  Loading R2 Intercept R2 
% non-invariance item 

parameters (loadings) 

% non-invariance item 

parameters (intercepts) 

Care .994 .999 0.0% 5.3% 

Equality  .988 .995 0.0% 21.9% 

Proportionality  .977 .999 0.0% 11.4% 

Loyalty  .982 .998 0.0% 24.6% 

Authority  .982 .996 0.0% 16.7% 

Purity  .968 .989 2.6% 39.5% 

Note. A threshold of 25% non-invariance or less is considered acceptable (Muthén & Asparouhov, 2014).  

The Equality-Proportionality Link. One of the novel aspects of the present work is 

theoretically distinguishing between Equality and Proportionality. If the two constructs are distinct and 

psychometrically non-redundant, we should find only small to moderate correlations between them. We 
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examined the correlation between Equality and Proportionality across all 19 populations and we found 

support for our prediction. Indeed, Equality and Proportionality were weakly positively correlated 

(average Pearson correlation coefficient = .21, SD = .13). Equality and Proportionality were most related 

to one another in the UAE (r = .47, p < .001) while the smallest correlation was observed in Belgium (r = 

.04, p = .556). The correlations and their 95% CI are visually presented in Figure 2. Based on these 

findings, Equality and Proportionality may be considered orthogonal to one another, or only slightly 

positively correlated. WEIRDness was positively associated with orthogonality of Equality and 

Proportionality, r = .40, Conley SE = 0.32. For example, in nations such as New Zealand, Belgium, and 

Switzerland, people’s scores on Equality do not tell us anything about their concerns regarding merit and 

deservingness. 

Figure 2 

The Correlations between Equality and Proportionality (Study 2) 

 

Note. The error bars represent 95% Confidence Interval. The vertical line represents a zero correlation.  
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Cross-Societal Differences. After measurement invariance was evidenced, we proceeded to 

examine cross-societal differences since theoretically predictable cultural variation is one of the 

fundamental claims of MFT (see Table 7). Since, nations are non-independent data points, we used 

Conley standard errors (Conley, 1999) to account for potential dependence based on spatial proximity in 

our data. Haversine distances were used to account for spatial autocorrelation. We then examined the 

relationship between WEIRDness cultural distance and moral foundations conditioned on participants’ 

latitude and longitude. We also accounted for multiple comparisons by applying Bonferroni correction, 

which is used when several exploratory tests (here, six) are performed simultaneously. Cultural distance 

from the U.S. (higher WEIRDness) was associated with higher scores on Care (r = .16, Conley SE = 0.04, 

Bonferroni-corrected p = .002), Equality (r = .16, Conley SE = 0.06, Bonferroni-corrected p = .076), 

Proportionality (r = .18, Conley SE = 0.04, Bonferroni-corrected p < .001), Loyalty (r = .25, Conley SE = 

0.04, Bonferroni-corrected p < .001), Authority (r = .15, Conley SE = 0.04, Bonferroni-corrected p = 

.001), and Purity (r = .43, Conley SE = 0.05, Bonferroni-corrected p < .001). Purity was the most rightly 

related foundation to WEIRDness, with participants from less WEIRD populations endorsing it 

substantially more strongly.  

Table 7 

Means and Standard Deviations of Moral Foundations Across 19 Nations (Study 2)  

Nation Care M(SD) Equality 

M(SD) 

Proportionalit

y M(SD) 

Loyalty 

M(SD) 

Authority 

M(SD) 

Purity M(SD) 

Argentina 3.84 (0.77) 2.81 (1.01) 3.91 (0.66) 3.58 (0.82) 3.67 (0.73) 2.6 (0.82) 

Belgium 3.91 (0.73) 3.20 (0.94) 3.91 (0.56) 3.62 (0.77) 3.70 (0.64) 3.01 (0.74) 

Chile 3.77 (0.82) 2.77 (0.88) 3.7 (0.69) 3.45 (0.88) 3.67 (0.81) 2.54 (0.85) 

Columbia 3.83 (0.71) 2.91 (0.90) 3.69 (0.68) 3.67 (0.82) 3.84 (0.68) 2.98 (0.86) 
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Egypt 4.38 (0.60) 3.56 (0.94) 4.37 (0.58) 4.42 (0.62) 4.18 (0.68) 4.19 (0.63) 

France 4.08 (0.68) 3.23 (0.92) 4.12 (0.54) 3.86 (0.74) 3.88 (0.62) 3.09 (0.74) 

Ireland 4.01 (0.79) 2.94 (0.93) 3.73 (0.77) 3.29 (0.98) 3.49 (0.91) 2.51 (0.93) 

Japan 3.03 (0.77) 2.27 (0.78) 3.14 (0.73) 2.66 (0.82) 2.67 (0.66) 2.63 (0.69) 

Kenya 4.2 (0.77) 2.88 (0.97) 3.78 (0.79) 3.95 (0.90) 4.07 (0.80) 3.58 (0.83) 

Mexico 3.77 (0.79) 2.87 (0.91) 3.80 (0.70) 3.78 (0.75) 3.94 (0.67) 2.81 (0.81) 

Morocco 4.21 (0.78) 3.36 (0.97) 4.18 (0.71) 4.16 (0.82) 3.95 (0.76) 3.93 (0.73) 

New Zealand 3.84 (0.78) 2.61 (1.02) 3.61 (0.71) 3.22 (1.00) 3.48 (0.87) 2.58 (0.98) 

Nigeria 4.32 (0.64) 2.9 (1.03) 4.14 (0.67) 4.11 (0.74) 4.21 (0.61) 3.8 (0.77) 

Peru 3.62 (0.73) 2.63 (0.92) 3.75 (0.69) 3.73 (0.76) 3.81 (0.69) 3.00 (0.82) 

Russia 3.96 (0.75) 3.24 (0.87) 4.27 (0.48) 3.87 (0.81) 3.68 (0.76) 3.25 (0.80) 

Saudi Arabia 4.24 (0.75) 3.32 (0.93) 4.18 (0.69) 4.2 (0.78) 4.07 (0.73) 3.98 (0.72) 

South Africa 4.21 (0.69) 3.01 (0.92) 4.03 (0.64) 3.85 (0.86) 4.00 (0.73) 3.40 (0.94) 

Switzerland 3.95 (0.68) 3.27 (0.98) 3.84 (0.64) 3.58 (0.85) 3.52 (0.81) 2.95 (0.79) 

UAE 4.01 (0.92) 3.28 (0.93) 3.96 (0.89) 4.02 (0.91) 3.91 (0.89) 3.74 (0.85) 

 

Gender Differences. In this section, we examined nationally variable gender differences in moral 

foundations. Notably, only 1.3% of our sample (n = 50) identified as non-binary, hence we did not have 
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adequate statistical power to explore this population, and only included participants identifying as either 

“woman” or “man.” Based on the findings of Atari, Lai, and Dehghani (2020), we expected to find 

female-favoring scores on Care and Purity. We estimated a random-intercept model allowing populations 

to vary in gender differences in each of the foundations. For Care, the fixed effect of gender was in line 

with our prediction, but was not statistically significant (B = -0.03, SE = 0.024, p = .259), indicating that 

prior findings regarding gender differences in Care are smaller, possibly negligible, when measured using 

MFQ-2 rather than MFQ-1. This might also be attributable to some particular MFQ-1 items tapping into 

neighboring constructs such as compassion and nurturing tendencies, while MFQ-2 items are more 

focused on generic alleviation of pain and suffering. Women scored substantially higher than men on 

Equality (B = -0.16, SE = 0.03, p < .001) and Purity (B = -0.09, SE = 0.026, p < .001). Men, on the other 

hand, scored significantly higher than women on Proportionality (B = 0.09, SE = 0.022, p < .001), 

Loyalty (B = 0.06, SE = 0.027, p = .038), and Authority (B = 0.06, SE = 0.024, p = .009).  

Further, we calculated Mahalanobis’ D (and its 95% CI based on 10,000 bootstrap iterations), 

which estimates the size of global (i.e., multivariate) gender differences (Del Giudice, 2009, 2019). Since 

D can overestimate gender differences in small samples and underestimate them when using unreliable 

measurements, we corrected for both biases by calculating disattenuated, bias-corrected difference, 

known as Dcu (Del Giudice, 2019). Multivariate gender differences in moral foundations (Dcu) were 

smallest in France (D = 0.461, 95%CI = [0.149, 0.610], Dcu = 0.357) and largest in Mexico (D = 0.556, 

95%CI = [0.225, 0.726], Dcu = 2.130). Across 19 populations, Dcu was large in size, M = 1.06, Md = 0.92, 

SD = 0.55. Larger Dcu values indicate more gender differentiation in overall pattern of moral judgments 

(Atari, Lai, & Dehghani, 2020). We examined the correlation coefficient between the WEIRDness 

cultural distance and Dcu and found that WEIRDer populations had slightly smaller multivariate gender 

differences in moral values (r = .43, Conley SE = 0.17, p = .026).    

Religious Differences. We first examined moral foundations as a function of religious affiliation. 

Since we did not have enough data on individuals affiliating with Judaism (n = 25), Hinduism (n = 14), 

Buddhism (n = 91), and “other” affiliations (n = 244) in our data, we excluded these participants, leaving 
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3,527 individuals associating with Christianity (n = 1803), Islam (n = 909), and no religious affiliation (n 

= 815). One participant chose not to report their religious affiliation. For Care, an ANOVA suggested 

significant between-religion differences (Welch-corrected F = 75.85, ω2 = 0.08, p < .001), such that 

Muslims (M = 4.18) scored higher than non-religious individuals (M = 3.72, Holm-corrected p < .001) 

and Christians (M = 4.03, Holm-corrected p < .001). For Equality, there was a significant difference 

between religious affiliations (Welch-corrected F = 85.03, ω2 = 0.09, p < .001), such that Muslims (M = 

3.37) scored higher than non-religious individuals (M = 2.81, Holm-corrected p < .001) and Christians (M 

= 2.95, Holm-corrected p < .001). For Proportionality, there was a significant difference between groups 

(Welch-corrected F = 67.38, ω2 = 0.07, p < .001) with Muslims (M = 4.15) scoring higher than non-

religious individuals (M = 3.74, Holm-corrected p < .001) and Christians (M = 3.92, Holm-corrected p < 

.001). For Loyalty, there was a significant difference between groups (Welch-corrected F = 274.62, ω2 = 

0.24, p < .001) with Muslims (M = 4.16) scoring higher than non-religious individuals (M = 3.19, Holm-

corrected p < .001) and Christians (M = 3.85, Holm-corrected p < .001). For Authority, there was a 

significant difference between groups (Welch-corrected F = 248.45, ω2 = 0.22, p < .001) with Muslims 

(M = 4.03) scoring higher than non-religious individuals (M = 3.26, Holm-corrected p < .001) and 

Christians (M = 3.95, Holm-corrected p = .027). Finally, for Purity, there was a significant difference 

between groups (Welch-corrected F = 799.96, ω2 = 0.46, p < .001) with Muslims (M = 3.94) scoring 

higher than non-religious individuals (M = 2.45, Holm-corrected p < .001) and Christians (M = 3.21, 

Holm-corrected p < .001). These differences are shown in Figure 3.  

Figure 3 

Endorsement of Moral foundations across Religious Affiliations (Study 2) 
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We then examined the role relationship between religiosity and all six foundations using a cross-

classified, random-intercept multilevel model wherein participants are nested in their nations (19 groups) 

as well as religions (3 groups). The results suggested that Care (B = -0.13, SE = 0.063, p = .043) and 

Proportionality (B = -0.43, SE = 0.069, p < .001) were negatively associated with religiosity, while 

Equality (B = 0.12, SE = 0.043, p = .006), Loyalty (B = 0.16, SE = 0.069, p = .019), Authority (B = 0.20, 

SE = 0.080, p = .013), and Purity (B = 0.75, SE = 0.060, p < .001) were positively associated with 

religiosity. Cross-religion variation (SD = 2.16) was substantially larger than cross-nation variation (SD = 

0.36).  

Ideological Differences. We conducted a random-intercept, multi-level model to predict political 

ideology based on all six moral foundations. We found Care (B = -0.25, SE = 0.070, p < .001) and 

Equality (B = -0.57, SE = 0.048, p < .001) to be negatively correlated with political conservatism, while 

Proportionality (B = 0.30, SE = 0.075, p < .001), Loyalty (B = 0.24, SE = 0.075, p = .001), Authority (B = 
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0.55, SE = 0.087, p < .001), and Purity (B = 0.13, SE = 0.063, p = .039) were positively associated with 

right-wing ideology. As a robustness check, we dichotomized political ideology by categorizing people 

who scored 1-3 as “liberal” and 8-10 as “conservative” and excluded middle-of-the-road individuals. We 

then conducted a logistic multilevel model with the same specifications as above. Again, we found that 

Care (B = -0.31, SE = 0.096, p = .001) and Equality (B = -0.76, SE = 0.069, p < .001) negatively predicted 

being a conservative, while Proportionality (B = 0.33, SE = 0.101, p = .001), Loyalty (B = 0.31, SE = 

0.103, p = .003), and Authority (B = 0.60, SE = 0.121, p < .001) positively predicted being a conservative. 

Purity (B = 0.14, SE = 0.088, p = .102) was also in the same direction as before, but did not reach 

significance. Liberal-conservative differences across all nations are visually presented in Supplementary 

Materials. We used Mahalanobis’ D and its corrected version (Dcu; Del Giudice, 2019) to examine the 

magnitude of liberal-conservative differences as a function of WEIRDness cultural distance. We found no 

substantial evidence that non-WEIRD populations have smaller differences in moral foundations across 

the political spectrum (using D: r = -.24, p = .400; using Dcu : r = -.18, p = .535).  

That Care is associated with liberal ideology, and that Loyalty, Authority, and Purity are 

associated with conservative ideology are consistent with prior work (Graham et al., 2009; Kivikangas et 

al., 2021). We also present novel findings with regard to the differential relationships between two novel 

foundations and political ideology. In line with our theorizing and prior work, we find that liberals are 

more concerned with Equality and conservatives are more concerned with Proportionality. When middle-

of-the-road individuals were dropped and we compared highly liberal and highly conservative 

participants, all relationships held, except for Purity. These findings suggest that our efforts in “de-

politicizing” Purity items (while keeping fidelity to the conceptual breadth of the concept) may have 

worked.  

Nomological Network of Foundations. We examined how the psychometric network of the six 

foundations looks across populations. Given some recent methodological reservations about higher-order 

CFA (see Lee & Cadogan, 2013), we relied on Exploratory Graph Analysis (EGA; Golino & Epskamp, 

2017) to estimate the number of higher-order dimensions in MFQ-2. Since Equality and Proportionality 
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were not present in Graham et al. (2009), we performed community detection analyses to examine which 

moral foundations strongly cluster together. We used the “Walktrap” algorithm for community detection 

as it assigns nodes to a single cluster, has been demonstrated to yield reliable results (Pons & Latapy, 

2006), and performs well on self-report data (Golino & Epskamp, 2017). We ran the Walktrap algorithm 

via EGA. We estimated the Gaussian graphical model using graphical least absolute shrinkage and 

selection operator (GLASSO; Friedman et al., 2008) with extended Bayesian information criterion to 

select optimal regularization parameter. Similar to latent-variable modeling (applied in Graham et al., 

2009), EGA identifies the grouping of nodes (here, foundations) within a network; however, it either 

outperforms or is equal to other dimension estimating methods (e.g., parallel analysis, Kaiser-Guttman 

rule; Golino & Epskamp, 2017). Moreover, network analysis provides additional information about the 

relations among moral foundations while controlling for all possible relationships between pairs of 

foundations. Finally, since prior work shows that higher-order networks of moral foundations may differ 

between populations (Atari, Graham, & Dehghani, 2020), we ran 19 different EGAs for the 19 

populations we had data from.  

Before proceeding to the 19 networks, we conducted an EGA on U.S. data as a point of 

comparison using the MFQ-1 data on YourMorals (N = 262,629; Atari, Lai, & Dehghani, 2020) and using 

MFQ-2 data in Study 1c (N = 515). These two networks can be seen in Figure 4. As can be seen, using the 

five foundations (i.e. MFQ-1), there is a clear distinction between individualizing and binding values: 

Care and Fairness clearly form a subnetwork, almost completely segregated from Loyalty, Authority, and 

Purity, which are intimately related themselves. The exploratory analysis of foundations using MFQ-2 

(Study 1c) shows a similar pattern: Care and Equality are identified as a unique dimension, and Loyalty, 

Authority, Proportionality, and Purity form a second dimension. Next, we examine whether this clear 

distinction between individualizing and binding values is universal or WEIRD and U.S.-specific?  

Figure 4 

The Network of Moral Foundations in the U.S. Samples using MFQ-1 (left) and MFQ-2 (right) 
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Note. A: The network of moral foundations in the U.S. using MFQ-1; B: The network of moral 

foundations in the U.S. using MFQ-2. Different node colors denote belonging to different dimensions in 

Exploratory Graph Analysis. Green edges denote a positive relationship and red edges indicate a negative 

relationship between two nodes after partial correlations with all other nodes have been taken into 

account. Width of edges indicate the strength of the unique relationship between two nodes. The network 

on the left (A) is based on YourMorals data (N = 262,629) and the one on the right (B) is based on Study 

1c (N = 515). Fa = Fairness, C = Care, L = Loyalty, A = Authority, Pu = Purity, E = Equality, Pr = 

Proportionality.  

 

We then ran EGA for the 19 populations. All exploratory networks are presented in Figure 5. In 

all networks, γ and λmin values were set to 0.5 and 0.1, respectively. The EGA analyses revealed one 

dimension in 16 samples and two dimensions in four samples (Ireland, New Zealand, and Peru). Our first 

take is that the individualizing-binding distinction may not be how moral foundations are organized 

universally; rather the inter-relations between the foundations should be considered culture-dependent. 

These population-level differences are in line with the findings of Atari, Graham, and Dehghani (2020) 
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and Turner-Zwinkels et al. (2021), demonstrating that moral foundations’ network differs between 

groups. In the three nations in which we found a two-dimensional network, there was a somewhat 

consistent pattern. In Ireland and New Zealand, Care and Equality formed one dimension and the rest of 

the foundations formed a second dimension. In Peru, however, we found a dimension underlying Equality 

and Purity, while the rest of the foundations formed a second dimension. In all these models with two 

dimensions, the two sub-networks were moderately related to one another, and we found no evidence for 

complete segregation of these sub-networks. Accordingly, future research using MFQ-2 should be 

mindful of the cultural context when using higher-order dimensions proposed by Graham et al. (2011) 

based on latent-variable models based on primarily North American and English-speaking participants.   

We then investigated central nodes in the network of moral foundations across populations. We 

used a measure of node centrality that is considered most robust in the psychometric network literature, 

node strength, which denotes the sum of the weights connected to each node (Epskamp et al., 2018). 

Centrality indices related to each moral foundation across nations are shown in Figure 6. Notably, in 14 

populations (73.7%), Authority was the most central node among all foundations. Loyalty was the most 

central node in three samples (Saudi Arabia, Egypt, and Argentina). Finally, Equality was the most 

central only in Belgium and Proportionality was the most central only in Morocco. We then explored 

whether these variations could be related to WEIRD cultural distance: Care was more likely to be highly 

central in less WEIRD societies (e.g., Nigeria, Kenya), r (12) = .76, p = .002. Loyalty was also more 

central in non-WEIRD societies, r (12) = .62, p = .019. Interestingly, despite the conceptual similarity 

between Proportionality and Equality, their relationship with WEIRDness diverged: in more WEIRD 

societies, Equality was slightly more central (r (12) = -.44, p = .111) whereas in less WEIRD societies, 

Proportionality was slightly more central (r (12) = .45, p = .104).  

Figure 5 

Higher-Order Networks Displaying the EGA-Identified Dimensions (Study 2) 
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Note. Different node colors denote belonging to different dimensions in Exploratory Graph Analysis. 

Green edges denote a positive relationship and red edges indicate a negative relationship between two 

nodes after partial correlations with all other nodes have been taken into account. Width of edges indicate 

the strength of the unique relationship between two nodes. C = Care, L = Loyalty, A = Authority, Pu = 

Purity, E = Equality, Pr = Proportionality.  
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Figure 6 

Centrality of Different Foundations across Nations (Study 2)   

 

Note. The x-axis represents the centrality of each foundation in the network of moral foundations.  

 

 

Study 3 

Study 3 was designed with three aims: (a) to establish the convergence of MFQ-2 scores with 

those of MFQ-1 (Graham et al., 2011), (b) to examine substantive relations with and capacity to predict 

criterion variables; and (c) to compare the predictive power of MFQ-2 and MFQ-1 in predicting the 

amount of variance in external scale scores. We selected three external scales as criterion variables for 

each foundation (see Measures). As such, Study 3 provides evidence that MFQ-2 accurately quantifies its 

intended latent constructs (i.e., six moral foundations), shares theoretically appropriate associations with 

other variables in moral foundations’ nomological network, and does not capture confounding extraneous 

constructs.  
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Participants and Procedure. Since there were 18 criteria tested in this study, it was not 

practically feasible to have all participants complete all measures. Therefore, we collected six different 

samples, in which participants completed both MFQ-1 and MFQ-2 along with a battery of criterion 

scales, theorized to lie within moral foundations’ nomological network. We aimed to collect a sample of 

1,500 participants from the U.S., India, and Canada on Cloud Research (Litman & Robinson, 2020). After 

removing participants who failed any of the three attention checks, 1,410 participants remained for 

analysis, mostly from the U.S. (82.1%). In terms of gender distribution, 642 participants identified as 

women, 762 identified as men, and 6 identified as non-binary. Among American participants, most 

individuals identified as White (75.7%), followed by African American (13.3%) and Asian (5.4%). Based 

on our theoretical framework and prior research, we predicted 18 relationships (see Table 9). The 

measures we used across these 6 samples appear below. Our dependent variables, 18 directional 

hypotheses, and sampling strategy were pre-registered on OSF 

(https://osf.io/qfd93/?view_only=c876856760a74e86a86eafae75a6d8d8).  

Moral Foundations Questionnaire-2 (MFQ-2). We administered the 36-item MFQ-2 developed 

in Studies 1 and 2 (see Appendix 1). All 36 items were rated along a 5-point scale ranging from 1 (Does 

not describe me at all) to 5 (Describes me extremely well). In the present sample, the α coefficients were 

.89, .87, .78, .85, .87, and .86, for Care, Equality, Proportionality, Loyalty, Authority, and Purity, 

respectively.    

Moral Foundations Questionnaire-1 (MFQ-1; Graham et al., 2011). All participants completed 

the MFQ-1. Respondents rated the Relevance items provided using a 6-point scale from 0 (Not at all 

relevant) to 5 (Extremely relevant). The Judgements items were rated along 0 (Strongly disagree) to 5 

(Strongly agree). In the present sample, the internal consistency coefficients were .70, .67, .84, .81, and 

.87 for Care, Fairness, Loyalty, Authority, and Purity, respectively.   

Schwartz Values Survey (SVS; Schwartz, 1992). The SVS identifies ten personal values. We 

report some of the SVS values that were previously used to examine the criterion validity of MFQ-1 by 
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Graham et al. (20211) (see Table 9). All items were rated from -1 (Opposed to my values) to +5 (Of 

supreme importance), where 0 indicates this value is “not important” for the person.  

Interpersonal Reactivity Index (IRI; Davis, 1983). We used the Empathic Concern subscale of 

the IRI. Scores on this subscale are computed by averaging five items. This subscale measures other-

oriented feelings of compassion for the misfortune of others (e.g., “I often have tender, concerned feelings 

for people less fortunate than me”). Items were rated along a 5-point scale ranging from 1 (Does not 

describe me well) to 5 (Described me extremely well). In the present sample, the internal consistency 

coefficient was .71.  

Levenson Self-Report Psychopathy Scale (LSRPS; Levenson et al., 1995). The LSRPS was 

developed to assess psychopathic traits and behaviors in the general population. The scale includes 26 

items rated along a 4-point Likert-type scale from 1 (Strongly disagree) to 4 (Strongly agree). It was 

developed to reflect the dual-factor model of psychopathy, assessing primary psychopathy characterized 

by emotional deficits and manipulative behavior, and secondary psychopathy, reflecting impulsivity, and 

antisocial behavior. An example item is “I enjoy manipulating other people’s feelings.” In the present 

sample, the overall internal consistency coefficient was .92.  

Support for Redistribution Scale (SRS; Petersen et al., 2013). We used the 6-item SRS to 

measure participants’ support for economic redistribution. All 6 items were rated along a 7-point scale 

from 1 (Strongly disagree) to 7 (Strongly agree). An example item was “The government should increase 

taxes and thus give more help to the poor.” In the present sample, the internal consistency coefficient was 

.78.  

Social Dominance Orientation (SDO; Ho et al., 2015). We used the extensively validated 16-

item SDO-7 Scale (Ho et al., 2015), responding to items such as “An ideal society requires some groups 

to be on top and some to be on the bottom” (1 = Strongly oppose, 7 = Strongly favor). In the present 

sample, the internal consistency coefficient was .91.  

Preference for the Merit Principle Scale (PMPS; Davey et al., 1999). We used the PMPS, which 

assesses the extent to which people believe that outcomes and resources should be distributed based on 
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qualifications or achievements rather than other determinants such as need or seniority. Representative 

items include “Qualifications ought to be given more weight than seniority when making promotion 

decisions”. Items were rated along a 7-point scale ranging from 1 (Strongly disagree) to 7 (Strongly 

agree). In the present sample, the internal consistency coefficient was .70.  

Belief in a Just World (BJW; Dalbert, 1999). We measured Belief in a Just World with Dalbert's 

(1999) General (i.e., BJW-other) BJW subscales, which has 6 items. Items were rated along a 7-point 

scale ranging from 1 (Strongly disagree) to 7 (Strongly agree). An example item is “I am confident that 

justice always prevails over injustice.” In the present sample, the internal consistency coefficient was .85.  

Group Loyalty Scale (GLS; Beer & Watson, 2009). We measured group loyalty using the GLS 

which has 8 items (e.g., “I would describe myself as a team player”). Items were rated along a 5-point 

scale ranging from 1 (Strongly disagree) to 5 (Strongly agree). In the present sample, the internal 

consistency coefficient was .92.  

Individualism and Collectivism Scale (ICS; Triandis & Gelfand, 1998). Individualism and 

collectivism were measured using Triandis and Gelfand’s (1998) scale. Participants rated the extent to 

which 16 items described them. All items were rated along a 5-point scale ranging from 1 (Never) to 5 

(Always). Four items measured vertical individualism (e.g., “It is important that I do my job better than 

others”), four measured horizontal individualism (e.g., “My personal identity, independent of others, is 

very important to me”), four measured vertical collectivism (e.g., “It is important to me that I respect the 

decisions made by my groups”), and four measured horizontal collectivism (e.g., “I feel good when I 

cooperate with others”). Here we only report a composite collectivism score (α = .85).  

Right-Wing Authoritarianism (RWA; Altemeyer, 2006). The RWA scale measures the degree to 

which people defer to established authorities, show aggression toward out-groups when authorities 

sanction that aggression, and support traditional values endorsed by authorities. We used the most recent 

version of the RWA scale (Altemeyer, 2006) which has 22 items. In completing the RWA scale, 

participants respond to a series of statements (e.g., “Women should have to promise to obey their 
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husbands when they get married”) on a nine-point scale ranging from 1 (Strongly disagree) to 9 (Strongly 

agree). In the present sample, the internal consistency coefficient was .94.  

Disgust Scale-Revised (DS-R; Olatunji et al., 2007). The DS-R is a revised version of the 32-

item Disgust Scale (Haidt et al., 1994). The DS-R consists of 25 items that measure how disgusting 

people find various concepts. The scale consists of three subscales: contamination disgust, animal 

remainder disgust, and core disgust. In the first part of the measure, people indicate their agreement with 

items along a 5-point scale ranging from 1 (Strongly disagree) to 5 (Strongly agree). In the second part of 

the measure, participants indicate how disgusting an experience would be (1 = Not disgusting at all; 5 = 

Extremely disgusting). Here, we report an overall disgust sensitivity score (α = .86).  

Duke University Religion Index (DUREL; Koenig et al., 1997). The DUREL is a five-item 

measure developed for assessment of three main aspects of religiosity: Organized religious activities (1 

item), non-organizational religious activities (1 item), and intrinsic religiosity (1 item). The first two items 

are rated along a 6-point scale ranging from 1 (Never) to 6 (More than once a week/day). The last three 

items, however, are rated along a five-point Likert-type scale ranging from 1 (Definitely not true) to 5 

(Definitely true of me). Total scores of the DUREL can range between 5 and 27. In the present sample, the 

internal consistency coefficient was .92.  

Left-Wing Authoritarianism (LWA; Costello et al., 2021). LWA has been conceptualized as 

authoritarianism (e.g., aggression, submission, conventionalism) among individuals who oppose 

traditional established hierarchies of moral and practical authority. Despite Right-Wing Authoritarianism 

receiving considerably more attention in the moral psychology literature, the conceptualization and 

measurement of LWA has only recently been done (Costello et al., 2021). We used the 39-item measure 

of LWA (e.g., “If I could remake society, I would put people who currently have the most privilege at the 

very bottom”). All items were rated along a 7-point scale ranging from 1 (Strongly disagree) to 7 

(Strongly agree). In the present sample, the internal consistency coefficient was .95.  
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Demographics. At the end of the survey, all participants completed a set of demographic 

questions including age, gender, education, religious affiliation, political ideology, and country of 

residence. All these questions were identical to those administered in Study 2.  

Analytic Strategy. First, we examine the correlations between MFQ-2 scores and MFQ-1 scores 

using Pearson correlations. We also used a linear model to tease apart unique relationships between MFQ-

1 foundation scores and MFQ-2 scores. That is, we ran 6 multivariate regression analyses: in each, all five 

MFQ-1 scores predicted one of the MFQ-2 scores as a dependent variable (i.e., Care, Equality, 

Proportionality, Loyalty, Authority, and Purity). Second, we examine the correlations between MFQ-2 

foundation scores and the 18 criterion variables (3 per foundation). Third, we broke down all external 

measure scores to their relevant subscale scores and used R2 to quantify and compare the predictive power 

of both MFQ-2 and MFQ-1 in predicting these subscale scores. In this way, we examined how powerful 

MFQ-2 and MFQ-1 are in predicting related psychological variables.    

Results  

Convergence with MFQ-1. The correlation coefficients between MFQ-2 foundation scores and 

MFQ-1 foundations scores are summarized in Table 8. As can be seen, all foundations strongly relate to 

their predecessor subscale. In the case of Fairness, it appears that MFQ-1’s Fairness captures both 

Equality and Proportionality, although its relationship to Equality was stronger. This makes sense because 

some of the items in MFQ-1 directly tap into judgments about equality of outcomes (e.g., “I think it’s 

morally wrong that rich children inherit a lot of money while poor children inherit nothing”). However, it 

is noteworthy that MFQ-1 Fairness scores are moderately correlated with both Equality and 

Proportionality, positively. Of note, the correlation between Equality and Proportionality in the present 

sample was r = .02, p = .400, consistent with the results of Study 2 wherein we found that in more 

WEIRD populations, these two constructs tend to be more orthogonal compared with less WEIRD 

populations. Intercorrelations within the MFQ-1 and MFQ-2 are presented in Supplementary Materials.  

 

Table 8 
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The Interrelationships between MFQ-2 and MFQ-1 Scores 

Score  MFQ-1-Care 
MFQ-1-

Fairness 

MFQ-1-

Loyalty 

MFQ-1-

Authority 
MFQ-1-Purity 

MFQ-2-Care .57***/.51*** .45***/.12*** -.02/-.08* -.01/-.10* .02/.04 

MFQ-2-

Equality 
.25***/.04 .33***/.29*** .19***/.28*** .09**/-.25*** .14***/.08* 

MFQ-2-

Proportionality 
.20***/.08* .20***/.10** .23***/-.07 .31***/.35*** .24***/-.01 

MFQ-2-

Loyalty 
.13***/.04 .07**/-.07** .70***/.46*** .67***/.27*** .59***/.04 

MFQ-2-

Authority 
.11***/.06* .01/-.14*** .64***/.16*** .70***/.46*** .63***/.17*** 

MFQ-2-Purity .11***/-.01 .05/-.06* .64***/.14*** .65***/.08* .76***/.60*** 

Note. Figures on the left side of the dash represent bivariate Pearson correlation and figures on the right 

side of the dash represent standardized regression coefficients in which all five MFQ-1 scores are 

accounted for. *p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001.  

 

Nomological Network. The correlation coefficients between MFQ-2 foundation scores and 

criterion variables are presented in Table 9. Out of our 18 predicted relationships, 17 were supported. The 

only correlation inconsistent with our predictions was between MFQ-2’s Authority and Left-Wing 

Authoritarianism (r = .06, p = .355). The correlation did not change when we only examined U.S. 

participants (r = .06, p = .394). Since this scale is mostly focused on anti-authority and anti-tradition 

sentiment (e.g., “Certain elements in our society must be made to pay for the violence of their ancestors”; 

see Costello et al., 2021), we predicted a negative relationship; however, we observed a positive, non-

significant relationship. Other correlations supported the notion that MFQ-2’s foundations have 

substantive relations with criterion variables.  
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People who score highly on MFQ-2’s Care show higher levels of empathic concern, take 

benevolence to be a guiding principle in their lives, and are less likely to have psychopathic traits. People 

who score highly on MFQ-2’s Equality show substantial support for redistributing resources in the 

society, have substantially less desire for some groups to be actively oppressed by others, have a stronger 

preference for intergroup equality, and consider social equality as a guiding principle in their life. People 

who score highly on MFQ-2’s Proportionality consider success as an important guiding principle to 

navigate their life, have a strong preference for merit, and believe that the world is generally a fair and 

orderly place wherein what happens to people is what they deserve. People who score highly on MFQ-2’s 

Loyalty tend to value nationality and loyalty, tend to meet the duties and obligations of one’s social role 

to maintain group cohesion, and report to have remained loyal to their ingroup. People who score highly 

on MFQ-2’s Authority tend to consider respect and obedience as important virtues as guiding principles 

and tend to value authoritarian submission, authoritarian aggression, and conventionalism. Finally, people 

who score highly on MFQ-2’s Purity tend to report higher levels of sensitivity toward disgusting things 

(e.g., animal remains, corpses, rotten food), value self-discipline and cleanliness, and report higher 

frequency of attending religious rituals, both organizationally (e.g., in a church), and non-organizationally 

(e.g., saying prayers at home).   

Table 9 

The Correlation Coefficients between MFQ-2 Scores and Criterion Variables 

Criterion Variables Care Equality 
Proportio

nality 
Loyalty Authority Purity 

Empathic Concern 0.63*** -0.01 0.14* -0.03 -0.09 -0.20** 

SVS: Benevolence 0.50*** 0.13 0.35*** 0.39*** 0.48*** 0.39*** 

Psychopathy -0.30*** 0.32*** -0.06 0.21** 0.18** 0.43*** 

Support for Redistribution 0.03 0.56*** -0.10 0.05 -0.04 0.14* 
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Social Dominance Orientation  -0.36*** -0.18** 0.06 0.36*** 0.40*** 0.5*** 

SVS: Social Justice and 

equality 
0.51*** 0.29*** 0.23*** 0.11 0.09 0.12 

SVS: Success 0.09 0.01 0.22*** 0.37*** 0.42*** 0.31*** 

Preference for the Merit 

Principle 
0.26*** 0.42*** 0.50*** 0.50*** 0.44*** 0.47*** 

Belief in a Just World  -0.03 0.14* 0.29*** 0.51*** 0.53*** 0.53*** 

SVS: Loyalty, National 

Security, and Family Security 
0.32*** -0.03 0.39*** 0.50*** 0.58*** 0.40*** 

Collectivism 0.40*** 0.18** 0.39*** 0.59*** 0.60*** 0.42*** 

Group Loyalty  0.02 0.03 0.34*** 0.78*** 0.70*** 0.60*** 

SVS: tradition, obedience, 

social order, respect and 

authority 

0.12 0.15* 0.33*** 0.71*** 0.76*** 0.68*** 

Right-Wing Authoritarianism -0.32*** -0.03 0.20** 0.61*** 0.69*** 0.73*** 

Left-Wing Authoritarianism -0.03 0.58*** 0.02 0.10 0.06 0.30*** 

SVS: Clean, devout, spiritual, 

and self-discipline 
0.21** 0.22*** 0.25*** 0.53*** 0.60*** 0.72*** 

Disgust Sensitivity 0.17* 0.23*** 0.26*** 0.30*** 0.31*** 0.40*** 

Religiosity 0.01 0.18** 0.11 0.50*** 0.53*** 0.72*** 

Note. SVS = Schwartz Values Survey. Gray cells represent relationships for which we had a priori pre-

registered predictions. ***p < .001, **p < .01, *p < .05  
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Predictive Power. We used both MFQ-1’s and MFQ-2’s scores in predicting subscale-level 

scores of all external measures. We collectively used 30 scores from SVS (Self-Transcendence, 

Conservation, Self-Enhancement, and Openness to Change), LWA (Anti-Hierarchical Aggression, Anti-

Conventionalism, and Top-Down Censorship), Empathic Concern, Group Loyalty, LSRP (Primary 

Psychopathy and Secondary Psychopathy), BJW, DSR (Core Disgust, Animal Remainder, 

Contamination), Support for Redistribution, ICS (Horizontal Individualism, Vertical Individualism, 

Horizontal Collectivism, and Vertical Collectivism), SDO (Pro-Dominance, Con-Dominance, Pro-

Antiegalitarianism, Con-Antiegalitarianism), Preference for the Merit Principle, RWA, DUREL 

(Organizational Religiosity, Non-Organizational Religiosity, and Intrinsic Religiosity), and Political 

Orientation. Across 30 regressions, MFQ-2 explained, on average, 37% of the variance in outcome 

variables (Md  = 38%); however, MFQ-1 predicted, on average, 30% of the variance in all outcomes (Md 

= 26%) (for details and measures, see Supplementary Materials). The distribution of R2 values and 

inferential statistics are presented in Figure 7. A paired t-test indicated that MFQ-2 could explain 

significantly more variance in outcomes compared with MFQ-1 (t = 3.30, p = .003, gHedges = .59).  

Figure 7 

The Predictive Power of MFQ-1 and MFQ-2 in Predicting Outcomes 
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Incremental Validity. In order to examine the incremental validity of the MFQ-2, we tested 

improvement obtained by adding MFQ-2 scores to after accounting for all MFQ-1 scores in predicting 18 

external measures detailed above. Across 18 measures, addition of MFQ-2 scores improved explained 

variance by 13.7%, on average, which was significantly higher than zero, 95%CI = [8.17%, 19.30%], t 

(17) = 5.21, p < .001. These improvements are shown in Figure 8.  

Figure 8 

The Incremental Validity of MFQ-2 in Predicting External Measures  
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Note. Red dots represent explained variance in a model with MFQ-1 scores as predictors. Green dots 

represent explained variance in a model with all MFQ-2 and MFQ-1 scores as predictors. SVS = 

Schwartz Values Survey.  

General Discussion 

MFT (Graham et al., 2013; Haidt & Joseph, 2004) was developed by integrating evolutionary 

accounts of human sociality and anthropological accounts of the breadth and variability of the moral 

domain (Fiske, 1992; Shweder et al., 1997). The original operationalization of MFT offered five moral 
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foundations (Care, Fairness, Loyalty, Authority, and Purity). For the past decade, the Moral Foundations 

Questionnaire (or MFQ-1) has been the primary tool with which these five foundations have been 

measured (Graham et al., 2011). Here, we revisited the assumptions and conceptualization of MFT and, 

based on data from 25 populations, we developed a new tool, the MFQ-2, which proves to be 

psychometrically superior across these cultural settings. This new instrument allowed us to demonstrate 

for the first time both the ubiquity of a set of specific moral concerns and the variability in the 

nomological network of these concerns across populations. 

We had five major goals: (a) refining MFT’s view on Fairness by breaking it into Equality and 

Proportionality, and incorporating this theoretical refinement into the MFQ-2; (b) development and 

validation of MFQ-2 across cultures using local languages, and testing the structural validity and 

comparability of MFQ-2 scores across cultural contexts to make sure that MFQ-2 is truly a cross-

culturally meaningful and pragmatic tool; (c) examining how the network of moral foundations looks 

across populations and what foundations are more central depending on cultural context; (d) showing 

population-level and group differences (ideological, gender, and religious differences) using the novel 

MFQ-2; and (e) establishing external validity of the MFQ-2 by examining associations between criterion 

scales meant to capture relevant constructs.  

In three consecutive phases (cf. Flake et al., 2017), we report how the MFQ-2 fares in capturing 

the moral domain. We aimed to have 6 items per subscale, as is the case in MFQ-1 (Graham et al., 2011). 

In Studies 1a, 1b, and 1c, we compiled a 50-item pool based on data from diverse cultural backgrounds 

(India, Iran, Ecuador, China, U.S.). Notably, we believe it is crucial for a true non-WEIRD science of 

morality to start from non-WEIRD contexts in order to make sure that our measurements are not tuned to 

culturally unusual characteristics of certain populations. This approach, though encouraged by the 

theoretical roots of MFT (Shweder & Haidt, 1993), has remained ignored mostly because of lack of easy 

access (or even expensive access) to non-WEIRD populations in psychology (see Moshontz et al., 2018). 

In Study 2, we diversified our samples even more by recruiting nationally stratified by key demographic 

characteristics from 19 populations, most of which remain understudied in social and personality 
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psychology (Thalmayer et al., 2021). We test structural validity of MFQ-2, its measurement invariance, 

and group differences in endorsement of moral foundations across these 19 populations. In Study 3, we 

examine how moral foundations, measured using MFQ-2, relate to relevant constructs, and show that the 

MFQ-2 outperforms the MFQ-1, and has substantial incremental validity, in predicting these criterion 

variables.      

Moral Pluralism: Moral Systems as Networks 

Throughout the history of moral psychology, various theorists have taken a monist approach, 

arguing that all of morality is based on or can be reduced to a single construct or virtue. For Kohlberg 

(1969), for example, it was justice. For Baumard et al. (2013) it is mutualistic fairness. For Gray, Schein, 

and colleagues (Gray, Schein, & Ward, 2014; Schein & Gray, 2015; Schein & Gray, 2018), all morality is 

harm. All these views were put forward in WEIRD populations and by WEIRD researchers. Other than 

“Occam’s razor” (a principle of theory construction suggesting that, other things equal, explanations that 

posit fewer entities are to be preferred to explanations that posit more), these theories do not make explicit 

why humans should have one and only one morality. We have previously argued for the advantages of 

moral pluralism over moral monism, in terms of both the preponderance of scientific evidence (Graham, 

2015; Graham et al., 2018) and the usefulness of moral pluralism to the interdisciplinary study of morality 

in general (Graham et al., 2013; Haidt, 2007). Different cognitive phenotypes contained in different moral 

foundations are likely cultural “kludges” (Stich, 2006) or cultural adaptations to particular socioecological 

conditions. The diverse plurality of morality makes complex forms of cooperation and sociality possible 

in the diverse culturally-constructed worlds we live in (Greene, 2013). The cross-societal variations 

shown here — not only in mean levels of moral foundation endorsements, but in the very nomological 

networks in which those moral concerns relate to one another — further demonstrate the discoveries 

made possible by a pluralistic approach to moral judgments and concerns.  

A methodological challenge for these alternative theories of morality has been to examine the 

position of the proposed values within the structure of the moral system as a whole. Here, as a solution to 

this challenge, we used networks of moral foundations wherein interrelationships between foundations are 
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directly modeled as a network of interacting nodes, allowing to locate “central” nodes in the network in 

addition to other advantages. A network approach is particularly appropriate for a pluralistic view on 

morality as it accommodates many components within the same analysis in which multiple foundations, 

as well as their interrelationships, can be examined simultaneously (e.g., Brandt et al., 2019). Using 

methodological advances from psychometric network analysis, we quantified central and peripheral 

foundations across populations, as well as the relationship between foundation-level centrality and the 

cultural WEIRDness continuum. 

Non-WEIRD Morality  

While Graham and colleagues (2011) contended that “one does not need to travel to non-Western 

nations to find [MFT’s] broader conception of morality” (p. 380), one certainly needs to collect high-

quality data from non-Western nations, and collaborate with non-Western researchers (Medin et al., 

2010), to ascertain that moral psychological theories hold firmly across various human populations, not 

just a small slice of human diversity. This was our motivation in recruiting a diverse group of participants 

across our studies. MFT was created as an evolutionarily informed cultural theory of human morality, 

hence, it is imperative that its claims be tested in WEIRD and non-WEIRD populations and languages.  

Breaking down Fairness into Equality and Proportionality is one step toward better understanding 

fairness and justice concerns among populations. For example, Starmans et al. (2017) posit that “outside 

of the United States and Europe [...] there are wide differences in fairness concerns across world cultures” 

(p. 3), concluding that the distinct preferences for both equality and proportional outcomes are 

predominant in many cultures. Interestingly, we found that in non-WEIRD populations, Proportionality is 

more likely to be an influential node in the nomological network of moral foundations, whereas in 

WEIRD populations, Equality was found to be more central. 

Notably, only recently has it become possible to test the relationship between psychological 

constructs and a continuous measure of WEIRDness empirically, especially with the advent of the 

WEIRDness cultural distance (Muthukrishna et al., 2020). While many researchers have speculated about 

non-WEIRD moral concerns, and some researchers having erroneously dichotomized the WEIRD 
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spectrum (e.g., Dogruyol et al., 2019; see Apicella et al., 2020, detailing why this is a bad idea), no study 

to our knowledge had examined the relationship between WEIRDness and moral foundations. In the 

present research, we found that culture-level endorsements of Purity and Loyalty are higher in non-

WEIRD populations. Therefore, Purity and Loyalty may be considered least WEIRD of the moral 

foundations, being substantially more salient in nations such as Egypt, Saudi Arabia, and Morocco. 

Although future research is encouraged to replicate these findings in larger samples from more cultures, 

including traditional small-scale communities (e.g., Purzycki et al., 2018).   

One of the implications of the present research is its application in understanding and assessing 

non-WEIRD morality. We achieve this by two means: first by widening our top-down theoretical lens 

which better captures non-WEIRD conceptions of morality (see Willard et al., 2020), particularly 

fairness; and second, by diversifying our samples using which we developed MFQ-2 (see Apicella et al., 

2020; Henrich, 2020). In addition, using Muthukrishna’s (2020) newly validated index of WEIRDness 

cultural distance, we tested novel predictions about different moral foundations in non-WEIRD cultures, 

finding that Purity and Loyalty are particularly higher in less WEIRD populations such as Egypt and 

Saudi Arabia. Our approach has important implications for moral psychological research because moral 

cognition may be more a kludge, shaped by local social norms and socio-ecological factors (Atari, 

Reimer, et al., 2021) and other features of cognition than a unified cognitive architecture (Stich, 2006), 

hence it is imperative that our tools are created with this human diversity in mind, making sure that our 

tools are understandable and usable across less-WEIRD populations. In addition to collecting data from 

many different populations, we also maximized, as much as possible, religious diversity in our sample. 

Most research linking religious beliefs and morality has focused on Christianity in particular 

(Norenzayan, 2016; White, Kelly, Shariff, & Norenzayan, 2019). This focus on Christianity, and even 

more narrowly, Protestantism, is in fact a common feature of the psychology of religion, as has been 

observed by cross-cultural scholars of religion (e.g., Saroglou & Cohen, 2013). Tapping into the religious 

diversity, we tested the relationships between moral foundations and religious identity as well as the 

strength of religious practice. 
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Differences (and also Similarities) Across Cultures  

Using the MFQ-2 in Study 2, we discovered three group differences in moral foundations: gender 

differences (see Atari, Graham, & Dehghani, 2020c), religious differences (see Graham & Haidt, 2010), 

and ideological differences (see Kivikangas et al., 2021). Our examination of cross-nationally variable 

gender differences suggested that women cared more about Equality and Purity than did men. Men on the 

other hand scored slightly higher than women on Loyalty, Authority, and Proportionality. Women’s 

higher emphasis on Equality and Purity may be related to their parental care systems and disgust 

sensitivity, extensively researched in evolutionary social sciences (Al-Shawaf et al., 2018; Beneson et al., 

2022). These gender differences are consistent with prior work showing that women attribute more 

importance to understanding, appreciation, tolerance, and protection for the welfare of all people and for 

nature across populations (Schwartz & Rubel, 2005). Relatively small gender differences in Loyalty and 

Authority (i.e., small in size and variable across populations) are consistent with Atari, Lai, and Dehghani 

(2020) and suggest that motivations for ingroup loyalty and hierarchical social structures are not 

substantially different between women and men. This finding is in line with evolutionary anthropological 

research examining gender differences in political leadership in small-scale societies indicating that 

gender differences in leadership and coordination of ingroup members are not directly a product of 

differences in motivation for status and leadership, but an indirect product of gender differences in 

cooperation strategies, access to schooling, and sexual division of labor (Von Rueden et al., 2018).  

With regard to religious differences, we found that more religious individuals tend to score lower 

on Care and Proportionality, while being more likely to score higher on Loyalty, Authority, Purity, and 

Equality. These strong associations between religious affiliation, religious practices, and endorsement of 

moral foundations are consistent with Graham and Haidt’s (2010) argument that beliefs, rituals, and other 

facets of religious practice are best understood as means of creating a moral community. We propose, 

based on the present cross-societal findings, that this preference is best understood as emotive for an 

“egalitarian moral community” rather than a merit-based cooperative community. We found that religious 

differences exceed national differences in moral values, indicating that individuals who share a particular 
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religious affiliation and level of commitment to religious practices are morally similar, both within and 

across countries (White et al., 2021).  

With regard to ideological differences, we replicated the principal findings of Graham et al. 

(2009) and the meta-analytic results of Kivikangas and colleagues (2021). In particular, we found that 

conservatives tend to score higher on Loyalty, Authority, Purity, and Proportionality while scoring lower 

on Care and Equality. Our results are generally consistent with Kivikangas et al. (2021) who found that, 

with a few exceptions in their meta-analysis, Care and Fairness negatively, and Loyalty, Authority, and 

Purity, positively correlate with right-wing political ideology. Indeed, prior MFT research did not have 

the Equality-Proportionality distinction. We find that liberals tend to value Equality while conservatives 

tend to prioritize Proportionality. These new findings are consistent with prior work finding that 

individuals on the right are more likely to endorse rewarding and punishing people on their merits (Arts & 

Gellissen, 2001), while liberals are more likely to be egalitarian on different personality measures (Jost et 

al., 2003). The MFQ-2 provides the opportunity for future research to examine the diverging roles of 

Equality and Proportionality on an array of ideology-related outcomes.   

Equality and Proportionality as Distinct Paths to Understanding Fairness  

One of our theoretical revisions in this work is revisiting the concept of Fairness in light of recent 

empirical findings. We break down Fairness to more narrowly defined constructs in order to sharpen 

MFT’s view on Fairness. We defined Equality in terms of a motive for balanced reciprocity, equal 

treatment, equal say, and equal outcome. Proportionality, on the other hand, is a psychological 

mechanism concerned with rewards and punishments to be proportionate to merit and deservingness, and 

benefits to be calibrated to the amount of contribution.  

In our scale-development procedure, we made sure that (a) items representing these two 

constructs were not Eurocentric (achieved by recursively soliciting feedback from a diverse group of 

social and personality psychologists; see Medin et al., 2010); and (b) items were not written with a 

particular political tone, which may inflate foundations’ correlation with political ideology (e.g., some 

MFQ-1 Fairness items have been shown to be particularly relevant in the American political context, 
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which may have contributed to especially strong correlations between foundation scores and political 

ideology; Kivikangas et al., 2021).  

The addition of foundations should come as no surprise; MFT theorists have explicitly welcomed 

new foundations to be added to their framework as methods and theory co-develop in moral psychology. 

Specifically, with regard to addition of new foundations, Graham et al. (2013, p.58) paraphrased Isaiah 

Berlin in writing that they “do not know how many moral foundations there really are. There may be 74, 

or perhaps 122, or 27, or maybe only 5, but certainly more than one.” Graham et al. (2011) posited that 

what their map of the moral domain originally offered (the five foundations) was “surely incomplete” (p. 

382). These authors proposed that their empirical support for the theory was a good initial map of the 

major moral continents; however, “it is quite possible that later research, using different items or different 

methods, would reveal that one of these continents is, like Eurasia, really two continents” (Graham et al., 

2011, p. 382). That is exactly what we have found and proposed in the current work, taking one more step 

toward clarifying the nature and structure of the moral domain using a cultural psychological lens. This 

can open doors to many future investigations and novel theoretical questions. This proposition is a direct 

response to Graham et al.’s (2011) speculation that “whether a single foundation underlies intuitions 

about equality of opportunities and those about equality of outcomes [remains an open question]” (p. 

382).  

Our reconsideration of fairness judgments, implemented in the MFQ-2, can aid in our 

understanding of the current American culture war over fairness, in which the left is concerned about 

justifying social inequalities and systemic racial inequality in the name of merit (e.g., Goudarzi et al., 

2020), while the right often objects to disregarding one’s talent and effort in the name of equality. Future 

studies investigating justice beliefs could benefit from considering how individual differences in Equality 

and Proportionality predict how people react to specific and culture-specific instances of injustice. For 

example, natural disasters and illness may be perceived to threaten principles of social equality, leading to 

compensatory action (Hafer & Rubel, 2015); however, these same experiences may seem morally 
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justifiable when cultural narratives attribute them to notions of deservingness (Goudarzi et al., 2020; 

Sandel, 2020; Yan et al., 2021).  

Nomological Network of Moral Foundations  

Our findings provided compelling evidence that MFQ-2 captures more variance in a variety of 

outcomes compared with MFQ-1 across three populations. This is noteworthy given that MFQ-1 is 

already regarded as a powerful tool in predicting a wide array of outcomes ranging from political 

behavior (Kivikangas et al., 2021) to real-world hate group activities (Hoover et al., 2021). Even when we 

completely excluded Proportionality, MFQ-2 still significantly outperformed MFQ-1, indicating that 

MFQ-2’s superior predictive performance is not due to having several more items or a new subscale. This 

finding is promising as it opens the door to future theory-driven examination of morally relevant 

behaviors and judgments, as well as modeling approaches that use MFT to minimize out-of-sample 

prediction error in predicting a behavioral outcome (e.g., Atari et al., 2022). Furthermore, Studies 2 and 3 

collectively provided evidence that the individualizing-binding distinction made in Graham et al. (2011) 

may actually be culture-dependent. Accordingly, one may not assume that two-dimensional higher-order 

structure exists in all cultural contexts. This is a new insight into MFT which is plausible since most of 

Graham et al.’s (20211) data were based on North American and English-speaking participants. Our 

network approach adds to another emerging line of work indicating that moral foundations are inter-

connected in different ways in different cultures (Atari, Graham, & Dehghani, 2020; Turner-Zwinkels et 

al., 2021).   

Study 3 further demonstrated that the six foundations were related to theoretically relevant 

constructs in predictable ways. The only exception was Left-Wing Authoritarianism (LWA), which 

yielded a non-significant correlation with Authority. Interestingly, LWA was also unrelated to Loyalty 

(on which conservatives tend to score higher) and Care (on which liberals tend to score slightly higher); 

however, LWA was strongly associated with Equality. These results suggest that, at least in the current 

framework of MFT, LWA may be seen as a form of intense egalitarianism, of the kind that has been 

visible in revolutions from the French revolution through the Bolshevik and Chinese Cultural revolutions. 
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It may have no relationship with the concerns for order and stability that are at the heart of the Authority 

foundation.  

Moral Foundations Questionnaire-2 

In the past few years, MFQ-1 has been rightly subjected to psychometric criticism regarding its 

structural validity as well as internal consistency, especially in diverse, non-Western samples (e.g., Davis 

et al., 2017; Harper & Rhodes, 2021; Iurino & Saucier, 2020). In many of these studies, the original factor 

structure was not replicated, and foundation-level internal consistency coefficients were lower than 

conventional thresholds. These criticisms pointed to the need for a psychometrically superior and truly 

cross-cultural and cross-linguistic instrument, particularly because poor measurement qualities of 

common measures in social and personality psychology are central culprits in the replication crisis (which 

has sometimes been referred to as the measurement crisis; Flake & Fried, 2020).  

In the entirety of the process of item reduction, we avoided relying on a single population to 

avoid cultural biases shaping the final battery of items in any form. The final 36-item MFQ-2 was 

developed with a diverse set of participants (Henrich et al., 2010) and by a diverse set of researchers and 

collaborators (Medin et al., 2010). We also employed different methodological strategies, each of which 

has its own benefits and limitations. This multi-methodological approach pushes against biases and 

inclinations inherent in particular methodological choices. For example, ESEM balances the advantages 

and disadvantages of EFA and CFA, Item-Response-Theory-based methods such as the alignment method 

alleviate concerns about CFA-based methods in testing measurement invariance across many groups, and 

network psychometrics is a helpful toolbox to complement classical test theory (Golino et al., 2020). In 

sum, the MFQ-2 has desirable psychometric properties across almost all of the nations from which we 

had data in the current research. MFQ-2 scores also proved to be meaningfully comparable across cultures 

as measurement invariance was evidenced.  

Limitations and Future Directions  

The present research had some limitations that suggest important directions for future work. One 

such limitation is that we currently do not have cross-culturally valid measures of other “candidate 
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foundations” which have been proposed as potential moral foundations using the foundationhood criteria 

set by Graham et al. (2013) but have not gained consensus among researchers as foundation. Notable 

candidates are liberty (Iyer et al., 2012), honor (Atari, Graham, & Dehghani., 2020), honesty, ownership, 

and efficiency (see Graham et al., 2013). Our six-dimensional model is the most parsimonious model that 

captures the moral domain based on the current state of the art, and MFQ-2 is shown to be the best 

existing tool with which these moral intuitions can be measured. However, the addition of foundations — 

and the development of additional scales to measure those foundations — is a great next step for a 

pluralistic approach to human morality.  

Second, while we collected data from 25 populations and seven languages, the present results are 

still based on a subset of these populations who were educated enough to complete the surveys online. 

Our sample did not include people from traditional, small-scale communities, whose means of living are 

subsistence-based with daily interactions being mainly with local familiars (e.g., Purzycki et al., 2018). 

Although, to our knowledge, the present work is among the firsts to revise a commonly used measure 

mostly in non-WEIRD populations, the future work is encouraged to further examine our model in 

ethnographic work, cross-cultural research, and intersectional studies.  

Future research can extend other MFT-based measurement tools. Among others, the Moral 

Foundations Dictionary (Graham et al., 2009), Moral Foundations Dictionary 2.0 (Frimer et al., 2019), 

Moral Foundations Vignettes (Clifford et al., 2015), Moral Foundations Sacredness Scale (Graham & 

Haidt, 2012), Moral Foundations Twitter Corpus (Hoover et al., 2020), MapYourMorals (Hoover et al., 

2021), the Socio-Moral Image Database (Crone et al., 2018), and Moral and Affective Film Set 

(McCurrie et al., 2018) can be updated in accordance with the new findings and refinements reported 

here, further generating testable hypotheses about human morality in different contexts which can be 

measured using different methodologies.  

Conclusion  

MFT was created in the early 2000s, a decade in which it still seemed possible that all 

populations would eventually become liberal democracies and all people would become somewhat 
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WEIRD (e.g., Fukuyama, 2006). Now, in the 2020s, the future looks more morally diverse, politically 

chaotic, and eternally conflictual. Since the MFQ-1 was first published in 2011 the world has seen an 

increase in illiberal democracies and authoritarian states, the further fracturing of the “World Wide Web” 

into several state-run webs (e.g., in China and Iran), the migration of political discourse onto advertising-

driven, algorithmically-curated outrage platforms, and existentially threatening levels of partisan conflict 

in the United States. If ever there was a time when social scientists needed good tools for studying the 

values, judgments, and passions of diverse moral communities, it is now. We offer the MFQ-2 as a tool 

for our time.  
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Appendix 

Moral Foundations Questionnaire-2 (MFQ-2) 

For each of the statements below, please indicate how well each statement describes you or your opinions. 

Response options: Does not describe me at all (1); Slightly describes me (2); Moderately describes me 

(3); Describes me fairly well (4); Describes me extremely well (5).  

1. Caring for people who have suffered is an important virtue. 

2. The world would be a better place if everyone made the same amount of money. 

3. I think people who are more hard-working should end up with more money. 

4. I think children should be taught to be loyal to their country. 

5. I think it is important for societies to cherish their traditional values. 

6. I think the human body should be treated like a temple, housing something sacred within. 

7. I believe that compassion for those who are suffering is one of the most crucial virtues. 

8. Our society would have fewer problems if people had the same income. 

9. I think people should be rewarded in proportion to what they contribute. 

10. It upsets me when people have no loyalty to their country. 

11. I feel that most traditions serve a valuable function in keeping society orderly. 

12. I believe chastity is an important virtue. 

13. We should all care for people who are in emotional pain. 

14. I believe that everyone should be given the same quantity of resources in life. 

15. The effort a worker puts into a job ought to be reflected in the size of a raise they receive. 

16. Everyone should love their own community. 

17. I think obedience to parents is an important virtue. 

18. It upsets me when people use foul language like it is nothing. 

19. I am empathetic toward those people who have suffered in their lives. 

20. I believe it would be ideal if everyone in society wound up with roughly the same amount of 

money. 

21. It makes me happy when people are recognized on their merits. 

22. Everyone should defend their country, if called upon. 

23. We all need to learn from our elders. 

24. If I found out that an acquaintance had an unusual but harmless sexual fetish I would feel uneasy 

about them. 

25. Everyone should try to comfort people who are going through something hard. 
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26. When people work together toward a common goal, they should share the rewards equally, even 

if some worked harder on it. 

27. In a fair society, those who work hard should live with higher standards of living. 

28. Everyone should feel proud when a person in their community wins in an international 

competition. 

29. I believe that one of the most important values to teach children is to have respect for authority. 

30. People should try to use natural medicines rather than chemically identical human-made ones. 

31. It pains me when I see someone ignoring the needs of another human being. 

32. I get upset when some people have a lot more money than others in my country. 

33. I feel good when I see cheaters get caught and punished. 

34. I believe the strength of a sports team comes from the loyalty of its members to each other. 

35. I think having a strong leader is good for society. 

36. I admire people who keep their virginity until marriage. 

Scoring: Average each of the following items to get six scores corresponding with the six foundations. 

Care = 1, 7, 13, 19, 25, 31 

Equality = 2, 8, 14, 20, 26, 32 

Proportionality = 3, 9, 15, 21, 27, 33 

Loyalty = 4, 10, 16, 22, 28, 34 

Authority = 5, 11, 17, 23, 29, 35 

Purity = 6, 12, 18, 24, 30, 36 

 


